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INTRODUCTION" 
THE SITE 
The area known as Tas-Silg is situated in the so uth-eastern part of the island of Malta, close to 
Marsaxlokk harbour (figs. la and Ib). In reality the place name refers to the small church 
dedicated to Our Lady of the Snows (hence Tas-Silg) situated at the point where the narrow · 
road from Zejtun fo rks out in two directions: to Delimara and Xrobb il-Ghagin due south-east 
and la Marsaxlokk village due south-west. A British-period fort occupying the highest point 
of the elongated hill further south along· the first road also carries the same place name. The 
lower and more compact hill on which the excavations have been conducted is called 'Ta' 
Berikka' ,I but since it is so close to the above-mentioned church (only 50 m to the north) the 
tradition of calling it Tas-Silg is now well established and there is no sense in changing it.2 
The site has a commanding view of the Marsaxlokk harbour to the south and overlooks two 
other bays, Marsascala and St Thomas's bay, to the north-east. On all sides the slope is broken 
up by man-made terraced fields (pi. 11: I ), 
There is no doubt that the topography of the site must have been a determining factor in its 
choice for the establishment of a religious centre in the Temple period of Maltese prehist~ry 
(3000--2500 BC), though one must keep in mind that close to Tas-S ilg there are three other 
prehistoric temple sites. each one wi th a comple tely different topography. The Temple people 
were qu ite introverted in their cultural isolation and do not seem to have been much interested 
in seafaring and in the outside world. The situation changed radically in the following age, the 
Bronze Age. when the island was occupied by people who set up villages on naturally 
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t Also known as 'Birricca'. It is in a field 'near Birricca in 
the district known as 'lal Hereb" between Zejtun and the 
Tas-Silg chapel' that remains of a 'Roman house' were 
reported to have been found by a farmer in 1923: Museum 
Annual Report 1923-4,5. 
2 See the preliminary reports of the Missione e;o;cavations 
listed below in n. 9, and later publications, e.g. A. Bonanno 
in; A, Mifsud-C. Savona .Yentura (eds.), Facets of Maltese 
Prehi story (1999) 209-24; and N. Ve lla ibid. 225-39. 
Perhaps the preference for this place name might have been 
influenced by the previous excavators' desire to establish a 
continuity of rel igious cult on the si te from prehistoric to 
modem times. 
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defensible hilltops, occasionally fortifying them with arti ficial ramparts. The Tas-Silg hill 
with its temple ruins was occupied by these people, but it is not as yet clear fo r what purpose. 
The scenario changed aga in in historical times when the centra l and western Medi -
terranean started 10 be parcelled out among the commercial powers originating in the eastern 
Medi terranean. The Greeks do not seem to have even tried 10 coloni ze Malta as they did in 
neighbouring Sici ly. The Phoenicians, however, did occupy the island, apparently through a 
slow process of peaceful penetration and eventual political and cultural assimi lation. It was in 
this period that the rui ns of the megalithic temple were transformed into a Phoenician extra-
urban shrine dedicated to Astartc, which in time expanded into a fu ll y-fledged sanctuary with 
an international reputati on. The last chapter in the millen ni a- long history of the site was 
written when the colonnaded courtyard in front of the old temple was transformed into an 
earl y Chri stian church . Any use made of the site in the fo llowing Arab peri od is, once again, 
poorl y understood. 
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Figure 1a. location of Tas·Silg, Marsaxlokk, Malta. 
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HISTORY OF THE SITE 
We first hear of the sanctuary in the 1st century BC, when the Roman orator and lawyer Cicero 
referred to it as the sanctuary ([anum) of Juno in his prosecution speeches against Verres 
(Veri: ii 4, 103-4). The temple was revered by all, he tells us, including pirates and Numidian 
princes, bu t Verres, the notorious corrupt governor of Sic ily and Malta, had no qualms in 
plundering it of its treasures. The location given by Cicero 'on a promonlory not far from the 
town' is not very helpful in the Maltese context where inlrinsically distances tend to be short. 
Nor are the coordinates given by the 2nd-century AD geographer Ptolemy (Geogr. iv 3, 13) 
for the sanctuary of Hera (Juno), since they place it to the east of the island. 
After that, the memory of the sanctuary was lost until, in early modem times, Jean Quintin 
d' Autun, a French chaplai n of the Order of the Kni ghts of St John, ident ified it with 
impressive stone remains which he saw in the vicinity of the Grand Harbour.3 These are no 
longer extant where he places them unless, through some confusion of topographical features 
and place names , he was in reality referring to the mega lithic temples on the Kordin 
promontory inside the same Harbour. Near Marsax lokk harbour, rilorever, he also saw similar 
but more extensive remains which he identified with the sanctuary of Hercu les. From a 
careful analysis of hi s description of the latter, however, it is apparenl that he was referring to 
the prehi storic megalithic remains of Borg in-Nadur, rather than those of Tas-Si lg.4 
The location of the sanctuary of Hercules was shifted to Tas-Si lg for the first time by 
Giovanni Francesco Abela, the Maltese hi storiographer of the Knights. Judging from the 
'quality, location, and shape of the bui lding', as well as from minor discoveries of medaglie, 
peu.e di statue d'idoielli, e d'afrre cose di scovered at the place called Kasar, Abela was 
convinced that the 'few courses of large. well-dressed stones' that he saw there belonged to 
the temple of Hercules.5 This idenlification was supported by Giannantonio Ciantar in the 
follow ing century who described the firs t excavation attempts on the site.6 
In 1787 the French traveller Jean Houel indicated that by his time the accepted 'tradition' 
placed the temple of Hercules on the hill of Tas-Si lg. There, he described i-:a some detail, and 
illustrated by an engraving. a long and beautiful wall, several cou rses high , of which only 
scanty traces survive today.7 Finally, a! the beginning of the 20th cenlury, the German scholar 
Albert Mayr described the archaeological remains on the hill of Tas-S ilg where he noticed the 
presence of a small triglyph fr ieze and of Punic pottery, and discovered a sma ll marble 
statuette. Ruling out the possibility of their belonging to a private house, he suggested that 
they should rather have belonged to a temple, perhaps that of Hercules.8 
Such an identification, however, was seriously put into ques tion when this s ite was 
excavated by an Italian archaeological mission from the University of Rome between 1963 
and 1970.9 Several scores of inscriptions were uncovered, mostly on clay vessels and sherds, 
l J. Quintin, Insulae Mditae Descriptio ex Commentariis 
Rerum Quotidianuum (1536) A4. See discussion in 
A. Bonanno in: L. Bugeja- M. Buhagiar-S. Fiorini (eds.), 
Birgu. A Maltese Maritime City ( 1993) 15-30. 
4 See discussion in A. Bonanno. Melita Historica VIII 3, 
1982, 190-204. 
, G. F. Abela, Della Descrittione di Malta (1647) 108. 
Abela'$ description of the ruins fits those: visible at Tu-Sitg 
much better than,the prc:hisloric ones at Borg in-Nadllt. See 
con lm M. Buhagiar. Melita Historica XIII. 1996. 3-4. 
l> G. A. Ciantar. Malta IlIo stra ta ovvero Descrittione di 
Malta, I (1772) 460-2. 
1 J. Hooel, Voyage pitloresque des lies de Sidle, de Malte et 
de Lipari, IV (1787)92-3 pi. 255. 
I A. Mayr, Die Insel Malta im Altertum (1909) 129- 30. 
~ Hcrc:after referred to as Missiont. The yearly campaigns 
were publ ished in a series of preliminary reports. one for 
each year: V. Bonello tl a/.. Missione Areheologica haliana a 
Malla: Rapporto Preliminare della Campagna 1963 (1964); 
M. Cagiano de A~evedo tI al., Missione Archeologica 
Ital iana a Malta: Rapporto Preliminare della Campagna 1964 
( 1965); id .. Missione Archeologica Italiana a Malta : 
Rapporto Preliminare dclla Campagna 1965 (1966); id .. 
Missione Archeologiea a Malta: Rapporto Preliminarc: della 
Campagna 1966 ( 1967): C. Boui tl 01" Missione 
'. 
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all in voking a female divin ity, Astarte and Tanit in the Punic language and script, and Hera in 
Greek characters. 10 The name of Hercules or his Punic counterpart Melqart did not occur even 
once. Thus it was established that the temple of luno referred to by Ptolemy and much praised 
by the Roman orator Cicero was to be identified with the remains ofTas-S ilg. 
Before 1963 the crest of the Tas-S il g hill consisted of a number of small fi elds separated 
by the Zej tun-Del imara road. It was one of three sites se lected by the Missione for intensive 
and extensive excavation, which was mainly intended to explore the then still virgi n territory 
of the Phoenician-Punic period of the Maltese islands. One of the unexpected discoveries of 
the very first excavat ion campaigns was the presence of the remains of a Tarxien-phase 
megali thi c temple wh ich seems to have formed the fir st relig ious nuc leus, on which a 
Phoenician temple was modelled, and which eventually expanded into a fu ll-scale 'sanctuary 
in Hellenistic and Roman times. I I 
The Department o f Classics and Archaeo logy of the Un iversity of Malta has been 
conduct ing short excavati on campaigns at Tas-Si lg every year since the summer of 1996 
under the co-directorship of the editors of this report, with Simon Mason and Nicholas C. 
Vella as field supervisors. 12 These excavations are limited to the unexcavated areas in the 
section of the site to the south of the Zejtun-Delimara road, just outside the structures of the 
sanctuary itself (fig. 2; p). 11: 1). They are intended to supplement and complement the 
corpus of know ledge a lready acqu ired from the previous excavations by new data of a 
s trati graphi c and scientifi c nature, bes ides providin g a tra ining ground for future 
archaeologists. 13 They are also expected to throw more light on the debated question of the 
relationship between the Phoenician colonizers and the prehistoric inhabitants of the island. t4 
The following sections indicate that the site of Tas-Silg remains a very promising one and 
that there is still much to learn from it on some of Malta's important phases of hi story in 
antiqu ity. 
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THE STRATlGRAPHY 
Between 1996 and 1998. the excavations were entirely contained within the enclosed field 
lying to the south of the Zej tun-Delimara road. This area of about 0.7 hectares comprises a 
terrace situated at about 45-46 m above sea level at its northern half with a sheer drop down 
to a relatively level field at about 41 m above sea level at the southern extreme. The terrace 
runs for 15 m south of the modem road and towards the centre of the site it extends for a 
further 15 m to form a promontory (fig. 2; pI. 11: 1). 
Arcncologica Italiana a Malta: Rapporto Preliminare della 
Campagna 1967 (1968); G. Busuttil er al., Mi ssione 
Archeologica Italiana a Malta: Rapporto Preliminare della 
Campagna 1968 (1969): M. Cagiano de Azevedo et al., 
Missione Archeologica h aliana a Malta: Rapporto 
Prcliminare della Campagna 1969 (1972): M. Cagiano de 
Atevedo rt 01., Missione Areheologica Italiana a Malta: 
Rappono Preliminare della Campagna 1970 (1973). These 
~poru an: nc~after referred to as Missionc: 1964. Missione 
1965. etc. 
to Sce, in particular. G. Garbini in: Missione 1964,83-107; 
id. in; Miss ione 1965,79- 10 1; id. in: Missione 1966. Sl-SO: 
id. in : Missione 1967.43-8: id. in: Missione 1968.47- 8. 
11 A. Ciasca, Kokalos 22-23, 197617, vol. I, 162- 12-
12 The names of the area supcrvison will be supplied in the 
final reports. 
IJ The 04her aims of the excavations are listed below in the 
section on Slr.l.ligraphy. 
14 On this moot quest ion see, for uample, P. Brusasco, 
Joomal of Meditemmean Studies, 3, 1993, 1-29; A. 1. F~ndo 
in: W. H. Waldren-J. A. Ensenyat-R. C. Kennard (eds.). 
Ritual. Rites and Rel igion in Prehi story: lIIrd De)'a 
International Conference of Prehistory. vo!. 1 (1995) 114-2 1; 
Bonanno loc. ci l. (n. 2). 
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Prev ious investigat ions by the Missione in thi s area had rep.oned the discovery of 
structures which formed part of the temple com plex immediately to the north. 15 The on·going 
investigations by the Un iversity of Malta have been designed with the fo llowing aims: 
l. to understand the fo rmation of the terrace, and in particular the promontory located 
towards the centre of the site. with the aim of establ ishing a stratigraphic sequence 
and a pottery typology to go with it; 
2. to assess the ev idence for activ ity in the lower fie ld to the south of the terrace; 
3. to understand the nature of the depositional processes that created the alleged 
'votive dumps' identified by previous excava!ors, and to su pply a proper definition 
of these 'dumps'; 
4. to attempt a reconstruction of the economic and environmental hi story of the island 
for the ti me tha! the southern part of the s ite was in use. 
With these points in mind, four areas were selected for weed clearance and excavation 
(fig. 2). Initially, during 1996, each of the areas to be investigated was deliberately positioned 
away from the Missio1le excavations to encourage an independent assessment of the deposits. 
In subsequent campaigns, trenches in Areas C and D were extended to include remains 
uncovered by the Missione. 
The trenches in the upper terrace were primarily located to provide a represen tative 
coverage of the te rrace area beyond the Missione excava tions, to its west (Area A: 
115E/136N- 125EII45N), east (Area B: 190EII37N-195EII45N), and south (Area C: 
I40ElI20N- 14SElI40N). Area A init iall y compri sed two 4 x 4 m trenches (A I and A2) 
adjacent to each other and separated by a baulk . In 1997 th is was removed, and the combined 
trench was extended southwards to the terrace edge where it overl ooked trench D3. The 
position of Area A was determined by a substantial wall known to extend into the terrace at 
its base, the objective here being the investigation of the deposits overlying this wal l. What 
staned as a 4 m square trench known as trench B1 was extended in 1997 by a further 3 m 
towards the terrace edge to form trench B2. Area C, located on the promontory, consists of a 
number of trenches. An initial 4 x 4 m trench, C l , was situated to assess the deposits forming 
the extreme edge of the promontory. This was abandoned when it was real ized that these 
deposits could have been disturbed by the previous excavators. Instead, a smaller trench, C2, 
was excavated to relate the deposits inside it to a cocciopeslO floor uncovered in the area by 
the Missione. 16 When the floor was not located, a 20 m·!ong extension (consisting of trenches 
C3 and C4) was cut; it ran up to C2 extending northwards to the bu ilding uncovered by the 
Missione. Further investigation in 1998 was undertaken in another trench, CS, located within 
the building remains, in order to relate the terrace deposits to the building sequence. 
In the lower terrace, Area 0, three trenches were excavated. DI 
(I40El98.SN-160El99.SN) and 02 (l60E/98.SN-180FJ99.SN) were two narrow trenches 
each measuring 20 x 1 m. Here the aim was to in vestigate the nature of the deposits and an 
anomaly identified on an aerial photograph by the Missio1le teamP As mentioned earl ier, 
trench 0 3 (113E1130N- 120.3E1136N) was located immediately below Area A. 
What follows is a summary of the preliminary resul ts from each of the areas investigated 
between 1996 and 1998. The general nature of the archaeological deposi ts is provided 
together with a description of the features and depos its which are characteristic of each area . 
The method of excavation was meticulous ly strati graphic. The smallest indiv isible unit of 
stratigraphy was termed Stratigraphic Unit (SU). This may be defined as the product of any 
IS A. Ciasca in : Missione 1964.65-7.69- 72; ead. in: 
Missione ]965.63- 7; C. Caprino in: Missionc 1970.31-46; 
cad. in: Missionc 1973.43- 57. 
16 Missionc 1973. fig. 5 pI. 34: 2. 
17 Ibid. fig. I. 
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action, whether it leaves a pos itive record (e.g. a layer of soil, a wall, a coffin) or a negative 
record (e.g. a cu t, a pi t) within the stratigraphic sequence. Each SU was allotted a unique 
number. Some slratigraphic units were dry-sieved (2 or 5 mm mesh), whi le most had samples 
li fted for wet-sieving and environmental analyses. Special finds, including inscribed sherds, 
co ins and metal objects, worked stone, and arti culated bones, were recorded three-
d imensionally in situ, given a number, and bagged individually. Such finds were so termed 
because they had a special Sign ificance for the excavators. 
AREA A (figs. 3, 4) 
The removal of the separating baulk in 1997 and the extens ion southwards of the original 
trenches A I and A2 allowed us to identify a general sequence of activities in this area which, 
from the earli est 10 the latest, ran as fo llows: a red deposit; limited structural evidence 
represen ti ng occupat ion; deposi ts ind icating abandonment; rubble depos its indicating the 
destruction of earl ier structures; a number of ashy deposits including pits; and a horizon of 
agricultural deposits of recent date. 
The agricultural horizon (fig. 3) 
Consistent across the entire trench was a mixed topsoil overlying subsoil deposits (SU 2, 202, 206) which were 
more compact and contained a higher volume of pottery than the topsoil. Removal of the topsoil in the western 
half of the trench revealed a rubble wall (SU 203) built of irregular blocks of Globigerina limestone and aligned 
nonh/south. This was overlain by an area of irregular stones (SU 212) at its southern end, and was truncated by a 
modern cut (SU 208) at its northern cnd. At its southern end the wall was discontinuous and only parts (SU 21 and 
31) were uncovered, in pan overlaying a monar bedding (SU 26). At the extreme end the wall overlay what 
remained of a retaining wall (SU 59) for the main terrace. Its foundation trench clearly cuts another field wall (SU 
57) which follows a slightly different alignment to that of the later wall SU 203. 
A number of deposits were asSigned to this agricultural phase. They included numerous localized layers of grey 
soil and stony and rubble deposits (including SU 22) which extended to a depth of approximately 1 m in the 
eastern half of the trench (A I and A2 combined), but much less in the west. This is suggestive of different levels 
of field terracing dictated by underlying structures (see below). 
Ash deposits and pits (fig. ~) 
. 
In 1996 two ashy deposits were revealed beneath the agricultural horizons in trench A I . In the nonh-west corner a 
fine ash layer (SU 6) was found, containing only a small amount of pottery. It spread over an area of 1.44 x 0.71 m 
and was 0.17 m deep. The deposit of ash was found in a shallow depression in the surface of a layer of loose grey 
soil mixed with rubble (SU 8), while another ash deposit (SU 11) was contained within a more apparent depression 
or pit (SU 14) which truncated layer SU 8. The ash deposit SU 11 produced a large assemblage of pottery and 
faunal remains; it was covered over by a rubble deposit (SU 10). The pit SU 14 measured 1.68 x 1.44 m and was 
0.57 m deep. 
In the same year, an extensive layer of irregular stones (SU 204) was uncovered beneath subsoil in the south-
eastern corner of trench A2. This was truncated by a substantial pit (SU 207) with an east/west dimension of 
1.25 m and a nOr1hisouth one of O.64m. The pit was steep-sided with an even base. In t997 its extent was traced 
southwards by a further 1.5 m. Its fill (SU 205) was a grey ash deposit which contained a large assemblage of 
pottery, a quantity of animal and fish bones, seashe11s, and sea urchin needles. The grey ash became progressively 
darker and more compact towards the base of the pit. It was dry-sieved through a 2 mm mesh, and environmental 
samples wefe also taken. A terracotta pendant (TSG96120512) was recovered through sieving, as were a coin, 
inscribed sherds, and a glass fragment. Funher excavation in 1997 of the same fill (SU 25. 34, 71) produced much 
the same assemblage but also a coin. a metal ring, and a fragme nt of a terracotta figurine (TSG96125124). A lower 
fill (SU 41) which contained rubble was also excavated. 
Destruction and disuse 
In trench AI. layer SU 8 appeared to extend across the entire square. It sealed a rubble fi11 of irregular stones (SU 
9) which in turn filled a shallow depression (SU 13) measuring 1.90 by 0.98 m in extent (ng. 3). In the south·east 
corner of the trench, an ash deposit (SU 12) was revealed beneath SU 8. Covering an area of 1.36 x 1.04 m and 
0.25 m deep, SU 12 contained a large assemblage of faunal remains, sea urchin needles. and charcoal. 
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The ash pit SU 207 was dug into an extensive rubble deposit (SU 204) which spread over much of the north· 
eastern areas of trench A2. This was removed to reveal a number of deposi ts: in the north-eastem corner of the 
trench a layer of fine Globigerina limestone chippings (SU 217) was revealed in fine: limestone powder. This was 
probably the lower deposit of the rubble SU 204. It was partially excavated in 1996 to reveal two large limestone 
slabs (SU 218) adjacent to the eastern edge of the trench <"g. 4; pI. 7: 1). Three brown deposits (SU 210, 213, and 
214) were also revealed below SU 204. SU 213 and 214 were probably the: same deposit and contained' a large 
amount of pottery, bone, and shell. They were ellcavated to reveal a more compact layer (SU 219). 1.50 x 2.50 m 
in extent, which formed a heap over a number of dressed stones (SU 223) of Globigerina limestone (fig. 4). 
SU 219 was removed to reveal more of SU 223 and a dark brown deposi t (SU 222) which was left unellcavated. 
Beneath SU 214 compact layers (SU 221 and 2 16) were uncovered. The latter had limestone inclusions set in a 
fine matri ll only 0.08 m thick; it contained no pottery and was found to cover a layer of rubble (SU 220). 
This evidence for structures SU 218 -and 223 overlain by a number.of compact brown layers and rubble suggests a 
period of initial disuse followed by partial destruction of the structures prior to the use of the area for a period for 
disposal of 'rubbish' in pits. 
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Figure 3. Area A: plan of agricultural horizon and ash deposits, 
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Figure 4. Area A: plan of disuse (overlay) and occupation horizons and Trench 03. 
Occupation (fig. 4; plo 7: I) 
From the structural remains uncovered to date. very little can be concluded. The twO stone slabs. SU 2 18, were 
roughly rectangular and measure 0.57 x 0.69 m and 0.75 x 0.76 m respectively. The ir ronn and position would 
suggest that they are pan of a floor of the son uncovered elsewhere at Tas_Silg.IS On the other hand. structure 
SU 223 comprised five large dressed stones. four of which aligned on an east/west axis: the fifth stone fonned a 
right angle turning nonhwards at the west end. At a lower level four large undressed stones hulled the first series 
to the north. The larger stones have a white mortar in the joints. This structure has been provisionally interpreted 
as a wall which extends for 1.80 m east/west and 1.12 m north/south. SU 223 seems to be set on rubble although 
ellcavation has not been undertaken 10 assess the underlying deposits. 
The red soil (fig. 4) 
The earliest slratigraphic unil identified in trench A2 to dale is a fine loose reddish layer (SU 215) which underlay 
rubble layer SU 220. This was left unellcavaled. 
AREA B (figs. 5, 6, 8; pi. 7: 2) 
The first deposit encountered in this area was a loose brown topsoil which was removed to 
reveal a subsoil (SU 1000/1020) wh ich extended across both trenches. Beneath th is subsoi l a 
18 Missione 1973. pts. 24: J; 29: 3-4. 
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remarkable sequence of what appear to be dump deposits was excavated, The majority of 
these were extremely rich in both pottery and faunal remains. In general the deposits sloped 
down to the south-east, away from the structural remains uncovered by the Missione (fig, 8). 
Below the subsoil in the north part of trench B I. a loose grey ashy layer (SU 1002) was uncovered overlying a 
stony layer (SU 1(03). SU 1002 produced a large assemblage of pottery, shell, and bone, besides a bronze hook. In 
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trench B2. a loose ashy layer (SU 1027) was uncovered below the subsoil: it was also found to cover a compact 
layer of stones (SU 1022) (fig. 5). SU 1027 produced a large amount of poltery including inscribed sherds: some 
vessels appear 10 have been broken in situ (fig. 6; pi. 7: 3). Organic material. found in association with the pottery 
and fragments of plaster. included animal bone. land and marine shells. and a piece of deep.sea coral. To facilitate 
an analysis of the spatial configuration of the entire assemblage. with the eventual aim of reconstructing its 
formation processes, the deposit was recorded in detail and the finds catalogued as they were uncovered. The 
deposit was subdivided into I m squares and excavated in recordable 10 cm spits. Some unusual fin ds and whole 
or fragmentary pots from re-fitting sherds were allocated to numbered units. drawn in situ ( 1:4) and bagged by 
unit. The rest of the deposit was dry-sieved (2 mm) by spit. and environmental samples collected. The lower area 
of the deposit in the south·east corner of the trench remains to be excavated. It is probable that SU 1002 and 1007 
are parts of the same deposit. 
The stony layer SU 1003 contained a large amount of pottery including many inscribed sherds and also. similarly 
to SU 1002. broken shallow plates and trefoil juglets. Seashells. and fi sh and animal bone were retrieved. 
Stratigraphically comparable to SU 1003, the compact layer of irregular stones, SU 1022, was revealed beneath the 
subsoil and SU 1027 in trench B2 (pI. 7: 2). SU 1022 included considerable fragments of dressed stones and large 
pieces of pottery. On removal of a 1.5 m-wide stretch along the western section, a loose grey layer (SU 1033) was 
encountered consisting of the usual mixture of potsherds and complete pots with signifi cant quantities of animal 
bone and shell. This was the deepest deposit exposed in trench B2. 
In trench BI (pI. 7: 2). a series of grey ashy (SU 1005. 1(08) and brown sandy deposits (SU 1007, 1009) were 
exposed below SU 1003; another layer (SU 1006) was defined as a mixed deposit of ash and sand. Both layers. 
SU 1006 and 1009, contai ned irregular stones. The loose ashy layer SU lOOS appeared to be si milar in consistency 
to SU 1002 and contained a similar assemblage of finds, including a complete plate found in an inverted position. 
Besides pottery, SU 1008 contained a bronze nail , a glass bead, a coin, and a piece of moulded plaster 
(TSG9611008l6); SU 1009 also contained pieces of plaster and worked stone, bone, and seashells. A compact layer 
(SU 10(4) which was traced below SU 1008 was removed over much of the trench to reveal a loose deposit 
(SU 1010) underneath it. A coin and inscribed sherds were lifted from SU 1010. Cutting into SU 1010 in the 
south·east corner of the northern trench beneath SU 1009 a shallow irregular pi t (SU 1017) was identified 
extending into the East section. It was filled with a sandy ash deposit (S U 1013) mixed with pottery (including 
inscribed potsherds). plaster. and bone. Another shallow pit (SU 1014) was identified, also cutting through 
SU 1010. It had two fi lls: a fine grey deposit (SU 1011) and a paler one (SU 1015), both of which contained 
quantities of pottery, animal bone. shell. and fragments of charcoal. Fragments of terracotta figurines 
(TSG96I10I I/I; TSG961101113) were recovered from SU 101 1 together with an inscribed stone fragment and a 
glass bead. 
SU 1010 was found to be sealing a number of deposits. Covering much of the south-eastern quadrant of trench BI. 
the light grey layer (SU 1019) extcnded from a large stone (SU 1025) to the South section and was cut by SU 10 17 
to the east; besides the usual assemblage of pottery, a fragment of a tile and a coin were recovered. Partially 
overlain by SU 1019, a loose brown layer (SU 1016) was traced over the north-eastern quadrant of the trench. A 
localized deposit of brown soil (SU 1024) was excavated in the north-western corner of the trench. This may be 
stratigraphically contempOrary to SU 1016. 
Along the central north/south ax is of trench B I. partially sealed by both SU 1016 and 1019. a deposit of 
fragmented Giobigerina limestone chippings was fou nd. Initially this was considered to be a single deposi t 
(SU 1028), but examination determined that this deposit was in fact made up of three parts to include also 
SU 1032 and 1035. SU 1028 contained a few pieces of pottery, while SU 1035 contained pottery as well as animal 
bones; SU 1032 was sterile. 
Beneath SU 1016, adjacent to the North section. a pit (SU 1030) was traced, filled with a loose grey deposit 
(SU 1029) that contained a rich assemblage of finds (fig. 5). This included complete and broken ceramic vessels, 
bi rd and mammal bones (including mandibles), sea urchin needles. shells, a pin and a buckle of bronze, and 
several beads; one of the bowls was inscribed. A loose light-grey layer (SU 1031) underlay SU 1016 and contained 
large pottery fragments. It overlay a grey ashy layer (SU 1039) in the north-east corner of trench B I. which in turn 
had two separate deposits (SU 1037 and 1038) within it; all three layers were particularly rich in finds, and a small 
piece of gold fo il was recovered from SU 1038. Below SU 1019 a localized ashy layer mixed with stones 
(SU 1023) was uncovered. Layer SU 1023 included many potsherds and damaged vessels, sea urchin needles, 
shells. and a fragment of an animal's mandible. SU 1023 overlay layer SU 1036_ a light grey compact deposit, 
much of which was originally exposed upon removal of SU 1019. SU 1036 was contained in a roughly triangular 
area which sloped down from the stone SU 1025 to the south-eastern corner of the trench. Beneath this deposit two 
further layers were uncovered: the first (SU 1041) was a fairly compact brown deposit that contained large friable 
pieces of limestone; the second (SU 1042) was looser. Their relationship remai ns to be established in future 
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seasons. although it is elear that SU 1041 overlay an eXlensive south-sloping rubble layer (SU 1021 ). as does SU 
1039 to the north-east. The relationship of SU 1021 to the stone SU 1025 in the cent re of the trench remains to be 
established. 
From the work carried out in Area B thus far, it seems that the term 'midden' as used by 
S. Needham and T. Spence l9 wou ld best explain some of the sequence of deposits uncovered. 
The spatial patteming of the pottery (including the angle of dip of sherds or complete pots as 
observed in plan and in the trench secti on) and the inclination south wards of alternating 
layers of different colours and composition (SU 1027, looS- IOO9) (fig. 8), suggest that the 
material was dumped deliberately and episodically from the higher area of the site, after it 
had been in use elsewhere. The good condi tion of the pottery in terms of fragmentation 
(whole pots having been recovered and others being restorable) and abras ion of the fabric 
(hardly any. in fact) suggests that we are dea ling with a 'spec ial dump'. most probably 
con nected with the ritual activities that took place in the central part of the complex to the 
north . Further work has to be done on the assemblages recovered to quantify the preliminary 
observations being made here. The objective is to model refuse cycles in order to draw 
conclusions regarding the changing activity status of this seclOr of the site. 
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AREA C (figs. 7. 8) 
Removal of topsoil in trench C l located on the tip of the promontory of the upper terrace 
uncovered a rubble layer in three distinct linear concentrations (SU 2001, 2002, 2(03). Within 
SU 2002 a flat stone was seen to bear an incised benchmark sign, suggesting that th is area 
had been disturbed in recent times. The rubble deposits were removed to reveal a much more 
19 s. Needham- T. Spcnce. Antiquity 71 . 1997.80. 
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compact deposit (SU 2(05) which was excavated to an arbitrary depth of I m. Digging was 
relocated to trench C2 in order to try to trace a reported cocciopes/o flooring (above). Topsoil 
was removed to reveal a very compact layer which was thought to correspond with SU 2005. 
When no cocciopes/o was revealed in C2, excavation shifted (0 the north by selting out the 
two adjacent trenches C3 and C4. The northem limit of these trenches was found within the 
remains of structures uncovered by the Missione; only here were traces of eroded cocciopes/o 
(SU 2(06) revealed, lying over a yellowish depos it. Work on the structures revealed a line of 
ashlar blocks (SU 2(07) of which only one block had been visible at the end of the Missione 
campaigns, jutting above the cocciopesto floor. 20 
Below the topsoil in trenches C3 and C4. excavation revealed twO pits: the first filled with a reddish soil 
(SU 2008). adjacent to one of the blocks of wall. SU 2007, was cut by the Missione and is clearly visible in the 
published photos;21 the second (SU 20 13) extended for 3 m southwards from wall SU 2007 and was filled by a 
mixed deposit of rubble and greyish soil (SU 2010) with a friable lime deposit (SU 2011) traced along the south 
and east edges of the pit. Pit SU 2013 truncated a compact grey layer (SU 2012). In general. the sequence of 
deposi ts over the two trenches can be grouped into several horizons. The uppennost horizon corresponds to a 
series of compact layers (SU 2009. 2012. 20 14, 2015. 20 18, 2019. 2026) which are probably related to the 
consolidation of the terrace beyond the building and include a preparation for the coccio,usto nooring. Beneath 
these deposits a series of rubble layers (SU 202 1, 2029. 2030) spread across most of the trenches. In the southern 
area of both trenches, rubble laycr SU 2030 was overlain by a number of grey ashy deposits (SU 2035. 2057. 
2060) which were in tu rn truncated by two pits (SU 2058 and 2059). In the north·eastern corner of the trenches a 
number of brown soils (SU 2024. 2032. 2033. 2031. 2037) and rubble (SU 2025) appear to post.date the rubble 
layers and are sealed by the compact layers. These deposits seem to fonn a localized consolidating or levelling fi ll . 
Of the deposilS described thus far. a few were notewonhy for their assemblages. From the upper sequence of 
compact layers, both SU 2009 and SU 2012 contained a considerable assemblage of pottery. including inscribed 
sherds. bones. and shell. The assemblage collected from SU 2026 was notable in that it included a small bearded 
head of a stone figurine (TSG961202613), various inscribed potsherds, and painted pottery. while the fi nds from 
SU 20 19 included a number of beads, pottery broken in situ. and fragments of worked stone. 
Overlying the rubble layer SU 2030 in the southern end of the trenches, and sealed by layer SU 2012, a number of 
ash deposilS were recorded, including SU 2034 and 2045. The fi nds from SU 2034 were recorded and catalogued 
in detail. Discrete groups were allocated to numbered unilS, drawn ill situ. and bagged by unit. so that subsequent 
study would detennine the quantity of joining sherds and whether these were located in close proximity to each 
other. 
Upon removal of SU 2021, excavation to the south of wall SU 2007 was carried out with the aim of identifying 
any construct ion cuts related to the wall. A loose grey-brown deposi t interspersed with irregular stones (S U 2(64) 
was uncovcred below SU 2021 and was thought to fill a cut (SU 2(63) adjacent to and parallel with the wall; the 
same cut truncated a very compact layer with lime inclusions (SU 2(62) which in turn overlay a loose brown 
deposit (SU 2(65).22 Neither of these two deposits has been excavated. To the east of these deposits, in the north· 
east corner of trench C3, a sondage was excavated stTatigraphically to a depth of 1.7 m in an attempt to identify 
any cUIS related to wall SU 2007. The probable cut. SU 2063, was nOl identified in the East section of the sondage. 
Instead. a series of depo;its was found below the compact dark brown layer SU 2037 (fig. 8). These deposits 
included a loose sandy yellow.brown soil (SU 2038) which overlay a dark grey deposi t (SU 2(68) that sloped 
southwards from wall SU 2007, and a lime.ashy soil (SU 2085). Below SU 2068, a yellow layer (S U 2086) was 
revealed also slopi ng away from the wall. At the bottom of the sondage, SU 2086 overlay a loose ashy brown 
deposit (S U 2(69) which was excavated to an arbitrary level; a large concentration of polSherds was recovered 
from this depoSit, while a yellow lens (SU 2087). thought to be an area of decayed Globigerina limestone, was 
noticed within SU 2069 in the East section (fig. 8). Within the southern half of the sondage. three deposits were 
identified below SU 2085 and 2066. These deposits consisted of the following from north to south: an area of 
rubble with dark brown soil (S U 2079). completely devoid of pottery. bone, or shell ; a concentration of large 
irregular stones mi:'ted with an ashy soil (SU 2078); and a slightly compact yellow soil (SU 2(67) wi th a few 
polSherds. The combined surface of these three deposilS, which rises up southwards, suggeslS potential truncation, 
with deposits SU 2038. 2085, 2068, 2086, and 2069 filling the resulting pit or trench. Further work needs to be 
done in this area to verify whether this is the case. 
:/O Missione 1973. fig. 5 pis. 31: 2; 42: i. 
11 Ibid. pI. 42: t. 
ne. Caprino in: Missionc i913. 43-51. 
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In 1998, it was decided to clarify at what level the structures to the north of Area C were constructed. To this 
purpose. a new trench, C5, was laid out, delimited by walls SU 2048, 2049, and 2007 (figs. 7, 8). Excavation had 
already been undertaken here by the Missione,23 but sectiQn drawings of the sondage were not reponed. Work in 
this area involved the removal of eroded backfill deposits (SU 2036, 2046, and 2(47), followed by the cleaning 
and cutting backwards of the East sections between walls SU 2007 and 2048. This work enabled us to identify and 
record the construct ion cuts for all three walls together wi th a sequence of pre-construction deposits and post-
construction levelling fills. 
It was now apparent that the parallel walls SU 2007 and 2048 were built onto wall SU 2049. The construction 
trenches SU 2052 and 2050 for walls SU 2007 ilnd 2048 respectively, clearly cut the construction trench SU 2055 
for wall SU 2049. Cuts SU 2052 and SU 2050 were identified in the East sections, and a sequence of pre-
construction deposits was recorded (fig. 8). Wall SU 2048 has two construction fills, the uppennost (SU 2077) 
being a pale brown deposit which overlay a stony-grey deposit (SU 2051). The latter produced potsherds, bone, 
shell, and several irregular stones. Wall SU 2007, with a reddish soil deposit (SU 2008) between its dressed 
blocks, had a number of fills in its foundation trench, including SU 2041-2043, and 2053: they all contained 
potsherds, shells, and animal bone. 
Both wall foundat ions were originally dug into a sequence of at least seven deposits to the level reached in the 
investigations. The uppennost deposit (SU 2073) was a brown soil with white limestone inclusions. This overlay a 
brown ashy soil (SU 2075) which sloped southwards to seal SU 2074, a layer of crushed limestone which again 
sloped southwards. 
AREA 0 
Trenches D 1 and 02 
The sequence of deposils uncovered in these narrow trenches consisted of a brown subsoil 
(SU 3001 ) benealh topso il from which severa l she ll s of the murex variety were lifted. 
SU 300 1 covered a compact layer of large irregular stones (SU 3003) over the entire Irench, 
excepl for an area where a brown deposit (SU 3009), containing large pieces of pouery, was 
identified. This was Ihought 10 be the fill of a pit bUI the limited width of the trench made it 
difficult to ascertain th is. In layer SU 3003 a sondage was dug at either end of the trenches D I 
and 02; the rest was left unexcavated. Beneath SU 3003 a reddish-brown layer (SU 3004) 
was excavated which included rat.her coarse pottery; this in turn sealed a browner deposit 
(SU 30 11 ) which had no finds. Excavation was stopped at an arbitrary depth of 1.05 m from 
the surface. It is thought that layer SU 3003 could be related to the anomaly identified on the 
aerial photograph and in a geophysical survey conducted in the lower lerrace, but further 
excavation is required to confirm this. 
Trench D3 (fig. 4; pi. 8: I ) 
In th is trench at the bottom of the terrace below Area A, the Missione excavations had 
uncovered the remains of three walls (SU 224, 225, and 226). It was decided that in order to 
understand the formation of the terrace at this point it would be necessary to give a general 
clean-up to this area. The terrace face, which had collapsed since the 1960s, was cleared of 
debri s, and the wall s were exposed along with a number of boulders. It was noted that the 
blocks of wall SU 225 had the characteristic marks produced by a mechanical shovel, thus 
prov iding an insight inlo how this area had been cleared in the recenl past. A ledge cut into 
the friable bedrock to accommodate wall SU 225 was rediscovered. Further up the terrace 
face, scanty remains of a rubble reta ining wall wh ich ran along the terrace itself were 
identified. Deposits of flat irregular stones, ash, and limestone powder were also noted in the 
section face. The lerrace face was stepped for safety reasons, and drawn. At the end of the 
1996 campaign, the terrace face was stabilized by a retaining wall built of spoil -filled sacks. 
This precaution has been successful. 
Simon Mason and Nicholas C. Vell a 
23 Missione 1965, pI. 18; Missione 1970, pis. 30-1. 
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POITERY 
The analysis of pottery from Tas-Silg seeks to address a number of objectives. One ai m is to 
determine the scope of the prehi storic presence at the site. c learl y apparent in a number of 
sherds recovered over the last three campaigns. that presumably belong to the Temple Period. 
Another is to clarify the nexus between the late prehi stori c peri od and the arriva l of the 
Phoenicians th rough an elucidation of the Phoenician ceramic horizon in Malta at the end of 
the Bronze Age. Tas-Silg also affords the poss ibility to establ ish, through physical and 
chemical clay characterization, a detailed range of wares for the Punic period. Similarly. it has 
the potenti a l to c larify ce rtain typolog ical aspects of the reperto ire, es pec iall y the 
developmen t of specific shapes such as bowls and plates which have proved difficult to 
seriate at Punic sites generally.24 Finally, the Tas-Silg assemblage will go fa r in providing a 
more holistic understanding of Maltese Punic pottery, the study of which has necessarily 
relied heavi ly on tomb groups.25 
The sequence and chronology of prehisto ri c wa res developed by J. D. Eva ns and 
D. H. Trump have been \ldopted here.26 For the Punic phases, on the other hand, reference is 
made to a sequence recently devised, largely based on tomb ev idence (tab le 1).21 
Phase Date Broad Cultural Developments 
I c. l 000--750 BC Archaic Phase I : Period of trading contact 
and sporadic settlement 
7SQ-{;20 BC Established Phase I: fully-fledged Phoenician 
coloni zation 
62{}-6()() BC Late Phase I to Early 11 
" 
600-500 BC Period of introversion: mi nimal foreign 
influence 
. 
III 500-400 BC 'Classic' Punic: Phase III 
400-300 BC 'Classic' Punic: Late Phase 11110 Early IV 
IV 300-100 BC Inci pient 'Romanization': includes the 
Roman conquest of Malta in 2 18 BC 
V 100 BC-c. AD 50 ' Romanization ' of the local repertoire 
VI C.AD50 onward Romano-Punic 
Table 1. Cultural periodization of Punic Malta. 
;4 Shapes such as lids are rare in tomb conle~tS. bullhey have 
been found among the Tu·Sitg materia l, see for example 
here. fig. 9: 2. 
25 C. Sagona. Meditarch 9/10. 1996/7,29-52; ead. OxfJA 18. 
1999, 23-60; ead. The ArchaeololY of Punic Malta 
(fonhcorning). 
26 See J. D. Evans. The Prehistoric antiqui1ies of lhe Maltese 
is lands (1971); D. H. Trump, ProcPrehis lSOC 27. 1961. 
2S3 - 62; id .. Skorba (1966). for fundamenlal works 
concerning prehisloric Maltese po11el")'. 
27 Table 1 has some minor modifications on the chronology 
out l ined in C. Sagona, Medilarch 9110. 1996n. 39. The 
chronological subdivision is discussed at length in Sagona. 
The Archaeology of Punic Malta (fOTtrn:oming). 
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PREHISTORIC POTTERY 
Although the prehi storic material recovered from the site is limited in quantity and derives 
from secondary depositions, the range is rich and varied. Sherds of various kinds representi ng 
no fewer th an six preh islO ric wa res are s tra tigraph ically intrus ive, fo und among 
predominantly Punic material. Each piece is invariably handmade. 
Sherds from one vessel bear ornamentation that is typical of the Gganrija Wares, hitherto 
unreported from Tas-Silg. The fragments display the characteri stic highly burnished surface 
and distinctive scratched design executed after fi ring; the scratches were enhanced by bright 
red ochre (fig. 9: 3; pI. 8: 2) .28 Their walls are very thin and belong to a deep and carinated, 
open bowl that is comparable to late 'Copper Age' or 'Temple Period' wares from Ggantija.29 
Trump described Ihe use of ochre on similar vessels at Skorba as 'plentiful' .30 The period is 
broadly dated to the late 4th millenni um and thus testifies to the antiqu ity of occupation al 
Tas-S ilg.31 
Several other sherds are reminiscent of vessels from the Hal Saflieni Hypogeum. One 
sherd bears a strong resemblance to the partly hatched, curvilinear designs that decorate 
bowls from that site (fig. 9: 5; pI. 8: 4). The fragment illustrated here is from a very thin-
walled, well-mode lled closed vessel.32 Other sherds, one from a conical bowl, have deeply 
inc ised designs fi lled with while paste (fig. 9: 9-10; pI. 8: 3 top ri ght). The bowl is heav ily 
decorated on the underside. Thi s ornamentation, together with the burn ished finish and the 
finely modelled rolled rim, are akin to the Hal Safl ieni examples .33 The final example from 
this category is a sherd from a large vessel with scratched design that had a small pierced lug 
attached high on the shoulder above the offset (fig. 9: 1); a small hole had been biconically 
drilled beside the lug.34 
Some materials represent the Tarxien phase. The clay is dark with traces of burni shed 
interiors. Sherds carry distinc;tive pellet decoration which can be compared with that of pieces 
from Tarxien (fig. 9: 11_12).35 Another decorative technique comprises ven ically scratched 
lines on the exterior that may have been originall y enhanced by white paste (pi. 8: 3 bottom 
right) .36 One large vessel was built by join ing vertical slabs of clay (fig. 9: 13), a technique 
not commented upon in previous studies, which have generally noted coi l-made wares at 
Tarxien. 37 
28 Parallels for this can be found in Evans op. cit. pI. 61: 11. 
13- 15, 17, which are similar in shape; 184, GIP. 4, GIP. 
13- 15. GIP. 2, for descriptions. In the case of pi. 61: 13 and 
17. they have curvilinear scratched designs: on no. 17 the 
incisions have been infilled with white paste: pp. 215-16 for 
the comments on the use of red ochre. Traces of red ochre 
infill an: evident on vessels from Hal Sameni. though these 
have different shapes: see p. 60 pI. 35: 7-8. 
29 Trump art. cit. (n. 26) 39 fig. 36: d; pI. 31: 3. from Kordin. 
for a similar bowl shape. 
30 The use.,.of incised decoration with white in-fill and red 
ochre wash was first re<;orded for Neolithic conte~ts at Ghar 
Dalam. ibid. 38. 
II Chronological tables can be found in: Trump art. cit. 20 
Table I; A. Bonanno, Malta. An Archaeological Paradise 
(1993) 5. 
)2 Evans op. cit. (n. 26) 60. SIP. 13, SIP. 12. and SIP. I. figs 
7: 2-3: 10: 6 e~terior of bowls and a plate. Cr. earlier Tas-
Silg finds, Missione 1965, pi . 31 lOp right and middle left. 
)J Evans op. Cil. 61. SIP. 18. fig. 5: 4 pI. 35: 5. Cf. the [talian 
finds illustrated in Miss ione 1965. pi. 31 centre. 
J.t Evans op. cit. 40-1. BMIP. I. fig. 4: 9 pI. 34: 3 from Bur 
Mghez cave; 60, SIP. 8 and SIP. 15, fig. 5: 6, II from Hal 
Saflieni. 
H J. D. Evans. Malta (1959) pis. 42-3; id. op. cit. (n. 26) 139. 
220. TIP. 19. TIP. 26. TIP. 23. TIP. 33, figs. 22: 2.10: 23: 1; 
24: I pI. 45: 3--6. Bonanno op. cit. (n. 31) 41 pI. D. illustrates 
two pe llet-decorated bowls. Sherds with this distinctive 
decoration were found at Tas-Silg during the Italian 
e~cavations: Missione 1965, pi. 3 [ bottom middle . 
~ Evans op. cil. (n. 26) 90, Q/P. 2 pI. 39: 13 from Hagar 
Qim. and 61. SIP. 30 and SIP. [9 pI. 35: [0-11 from Hal 
Safiieni Hypogeum. Vertically scratched and coated with 
'while paste was a technique of the Tarxien phase, 220. The 
scratches are thought to have helped lhe adhesion of the paste 
coating. Cr. earlier Tas-Silg finds in Missione 1965, pI. 31 
bottom righl. 
17 Evans op. cit. (n. 26) 220. 
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Figure 9. 
1. TSG9612512; 2. TSG961205J26; 3. TSG961219/1 (pI. 8: 2); 4. TSG9612061/9 (pt 8: 3, top left); 
5. TSG96/1 1/ 13 (plo 8 : 4); 6. TSG96/ 10t0/9; 7. TSG96/1010/1; 8. TSG96/ 1000/1; 
9. TSG96 /17/ 5 ; 10. TSG96/2061/7 (pI. 8 : 3 , top right); 11. TSG96/1016/9; 
12. TSG96/unstratifiedl79; 13. TSG961206 1/17; 14. TSG961205/15. 
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A sherd from a 'Thenni Ware' bowl, assigned to Earl y Bronze Age of the Aegean, was 
recovered from Area C (fig. 9: 4; pI. 8: 3 top left). 38 Thermi Ware is characterized by a 
heavily incised and punclUred design of triangles pendant from the thickened lip. According 
to Trump, the laner decorati ve technique is rare at Skorba.39 
Deeply excised line and meander des igns of ' Foreign Bahrija' type are illustrated in 
fig. 9: 7-8. Trump related this 'dark-faced ware with cut-out designs to finds in the Fossa 
Grave Culture of Calabria.4o The pottery is dark throughout and burnished on both surfaces.41 
White-infilled incised decoration in zigzag and spotted moti fs are also represented (fig. 9: 6). 
A substantial sherd from a large, con ical-shaped bowl with thick walls was found in Area 
A (fig. 9: 14). Its burnished surface is slightly crazed in the characteristic Borg in-Nadur 
manner;42 however, it has a horizontal ledge-handle similar to those on cooking pots of the 
Archaic Phase I, and hori zontal loop handles do occur on urns in earl y tombs in Malta.43 The 
bowl owes more to the vernacular repertoire of Malta than to early Phoenician elements 
coming into Malta sometime around the 8th century if not earlier. It was found with other 
handmade wares, including a ledge handle from a second vessel and sherds of smaller conical 
bowls with simple rims.44 This earlier material may have been churned up as a result of 
buildi ng or other acti vities in lhe vicinity. 
PHOENICIAN-PUNIC POTTERY 
Poltery from the Punic period at Tas-Silg represents the largest component of the finds. The 
following is a su mmary of the provisional ware types . 
Chalky Reddi sh-Yellow Ware 
As yet on ly a few sherds have been reco ve red which be lo ng to th e Late Borg in -
NadurlPhoenician period (Archaic Phase 1).45 They are handmade from a soft and friab le, 
reddi sh-yellow clay, often quite dark at the core (in the range of IOYR 7/2-4), baking orange 
to red at the surface (around 7.5YR 6/6--8) ; the clay has a moderate to large amount of mixed 
gritty particles. Red, dark red, or mottled blackened sli p (in shades of 2.5YR 5/6--6, 4/6-4/8) 
can coat the surface. Breaks are usually eroded and dul L The recogni zable shapes at Tas-Silg 
include bowls. This ware type finds parallels at Mtarfa,46 Buskett Gardens,47 Ghajn Klieb48 
and Rabat49 in Malta, and in Gozo. 50 
38Cf. Evans op. cil. (n. 26) 141, TIP. 314, figs. 24: 2; 3g: 4 
pI. 46: 16: Annual Report of tile National Museum. Vallella 
(hereafter MAR). 1956-1957 pI. 5. Trump art. cit. (n. 26) 45 
fig. 44: II-i pI. 31: d. The ware is known at ~sbos from tile 
Aegean Early Bronze Age. 
39 Trump art. dt. 45-6 fig. 44: g-i, especially bowl 'i '. See 
pI. 31: d for a complete Therm! bowl on conical pedestal. 
40 Ibid. 259 pI. 16 lower left. The 'Foreign Bahrija', dark· 
faced ware belongs to the Prehistoric Bahrija phase of Malta. 
41 cr. Evans op. cil. (n. 35) pI. 97: id. op. cit. (n. 26) 106, 
BIP. I, BIP. 4. and BIP. 5, fig. 11: 1-2 pI. 43: 4. 7-8 from 
Bahrija. 
42 Some incised 80rg in.Nadur wares have been found in lhe 
recent Tas-Silg investigations comparable to sherds published 
in Missione 1965. pI. 32 middle. 
43 A tomb at Qalillija. found on 18.4.1914. now on display in 
the National Museum of Archaeology, Vallena, has such an 
,m. 
44 Conical bowls are found in Late Bronze Age!Phoenician 
contexts such as in the pit at Mtarfa excavated by Ward-
Perkins in 1939: see 1. B. Ward-Perkins. MAR 1939-1939. 
xi i; id. Antiquily 16, 1942,34; also Evans op. cil. (n. 35) 
181 -2; id. op. cil. (n. 26) 107; Trump art. cil. (n. 26) 261 -2: 
C. Sagona. Oxf1AI8.1999. 23-60. 
4$ For example. TSG9612019n, a rim sherd with two ridges 
under the rim. 
46 See n. 44. 
.1 A tomb find at Busken Gardens, MAR 1937- 1938, ii i- iv. 
48 A tomb find at Ghajn Klieb, MAR 1937-1939, iv. 
49 A tomb find at Rabal, discussed in: MAR 1926-1927, vii: 
M. Murray. Ancient Egypt. 11. 1928.49; a record was made 
of the 10mb in a large folio manuscript held in the National 
Museum Library. dated 3.12. 1926. 
SO A 10mb find in Gow. See T. Zammit, Notebook VII. 41-2. 
ms. held in the lib rary of the National Mu seum of 
Archaeology: MAR 1937- 1939, iv. 
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Figure 10. 
1. TSG9611 002116; 2. TSG96/203J6; 3. TSG9612112; 4. TSG96/201013; 5. TSG96/205l13; 
6. TSG96 /200 6/ 1; 7. TSG96J2061 116 ; S. TSG9612026f15; 9 . TSG96/2 061!lS ; 
10. TSG96/1 00S/47; ". TSG96/2061 /15; 12. TSG9611 004 /1; 13 . TSG96f205f2S; 
14 . TSG961205/14; 15. TSG961205l32 . 
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Coarse Grey Gritty Ware 
Coarse Grey Gritty Ware is represented by a small group of wheelmade sherds from Area CSI 
made from a moderately gritted clay, generally grey at the core (Grey N611-N5/), hard in 
texture, thick-walled, and baking pale reddish-yellow to pink at the surface (5 YR 6/3- 7/4 ). 
Pale green to yellow slip (paler than 2.SY 8/3) is often appli ed to the surface. Bands 
occasionally decorate closed vessels, such as jugs, fl asks, and bowls (fig. 10: 4); the painted 
lines are around 5- 10 mm wide and dark grey to red (!OR 4/4).52 
This fabric developed from a reddish-yellow gritty ware of the late Phase I of which there 
is, as yet, no trace among the pottery in the southern sector.53 In turn , it was the prototype of 
the so-called Crisp Ware which predominates at the site, and was the favoured ware at the 
jloruil of the PhoenicianlPun ic cul ture in Malta. It is datable to Phase 11. 
Thick-slipped Crisp Ware 
Preliminary examination of the pottery indicates that Tas-Silg corresponds to Phase III as 
determi ned for funerary contexts of Punic Malta. Chronological markers from withi n the 
Punic repertoire can be found in a fragment of thic k-walled lampS4 and beautifull y finished 
kyli x fragments (fig. 10: 5). 
The fabric of these pieces is characterized at the core by even-coloured, dark brown to 
grey-brown paste (around 7.5YR 512-3), fine mixed grit temper with occasional larger white 
particles and compact texture. A thi ck, waxy sli p, markedly paler than the core, is appl ied to 
the entire surface. The slip is pale, in shades of pink (7.SYR 8/3) to pale ye llow (2.5Y 8/2 or 
paler). The surface is often thoroughly burnished , particularl y on the base of lamps, probably 
to render the vessel more impervious. Large bi"i sters often distort the surface of the vessels, a 
flaw seen espec ially on thick lamps, but also observed on kylikes and bowls, usuall y on the 
interior of the vessels.55 Most distincti ve is the attention paid to the finish. 
Crisp Ware 
Crisp Ware encompasses a large body of ceramic materi al. It was produced in the jloruit of 
Punic culture in Malta and is the dominant ware at Tas-Silg. Early fragments of Crisp Ware56 
tend to be refined, well-fired, and evenly pale red to red in colour (5YR 616-7/6) through the 
thickness of the sherd. Yellow to pink slip (around IOYR 8/3 or SYR 8/4) is appl ied to the 
surface and further decorated with painted red bands (lOR 4/4-6/6) of vary ing th ickness. 
Bowls or kylikes with high shoulders and offset rims figure among the earl y Crisp Ware 
(fig. 10: 6-8 ri ms and 10: 13 base; pI. 8: 5). 
't Shapes include wide-necked jugs and bowls with off-set 
ri m. and an amphora handle. 
n This ware was found in a single-use pit·grave at Mtarfa on 
26.8. 1939. The poncl)' is held in thc stores of the National 
Museum of Archaeology. Vallc1ta. 
n Reddish- Ycllow Griuy Ware is the latcr development from 
the Chalky Reddish-Yellow Ware. 1lle ware is known from 
Punic tombs such as Ghajn Qaiiied. found on 22.9.1950. See 
J. G. Baldacchino. Proceedings of the British School al Rome: 
n. s. 8. 1953,32-41 ; MAR 1950-1951, ii i- iv. It also occurs 
at Mtarfa found on 22.3. 1927. See MAR 1926-1927. viii . 
Both tomb groups are held in the Nat ional Muse um o f 
Archaeology. Valletta. 
Sol Lamps of this lyP,.C are found in numerous tombs sucll as 
Qonni, found on 21.10.1955. See MAR 1955- 1956.5 pI. I : 
fig. 2 bottom rigllt. 
H Kylikes similar 10 fig . 10: S are known from pr iVate 
collections in Malta. Fragments of thi s type lIave so far been 
recognized among tlK: material from Area A and Area B (e.g. 
TSG 961100212). Similar kyl iJl. tragments from tile Italian 
eJl.c3vations at Tas·S ilg were published in: Miss ione 1965. 
fig. 5: 6; Missione 1973. fi g. 19: 6. 
56 Early Crisp Ware is used for bowls and kylikes with high 
shou lder and offset ri ms (fig. 10: 6-8, pi. 8 : S); shapes which 
do mx occur after Phase 111. The offset is replao::ed by curved 
walls (such as that in fig. 10: S). A bowl with off-sel rim was 
found in a 10mb al Paola. Sce J. G. B:tldacchino. BSR 19, 
1951. Tomb 7, 11. fig. 11: E22 pI. 11: 2; MAR 1948- 1949. iii. 
listed as Tomb I. 
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Figure 11 . 
1. TSG96J20S/21 ; 2. TSG96l2Jl; 3. TSG9611003/11; 4. TSG961204/1; 5. TSG9614119; 
6. TSG96 /205/23; 7. TSG96/20 12/ 11; 8. T SG96/205/3 1; 9. TSG96/205/ 16 ; 
10. TSG961205l20; 11. TSG961205f7. 
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This fabric was extensively used from the late Phase III to Phase IV (i.e. from the 4th 
century BC), and chronological di stinctions thereafter rely on the changes in pottery shapes 
and, lO a ce rta in deg ree, shi fts in decorat ive features. Cri sp Ware at Tas-S ilg varies 
considerably in co lour from vessel to vessel, probably due to firing conditions. 57 Red-
colou red paste is quite common, though vari ations range from reddish-yellow to those that 
are dark at the core. Some sections are clear ly a colour sandwich wi th the darker fabric 
reddening toward the surface (fig. 13: 8). The paste is generally compact with very fine to 
medium mixed grit inclusions and some fine voids throughout ; the fabric has a 'clinker ' 
cri spness, breaking with a sharp edge. 
Surface treatment includes smoothi ng, not burnishing. Slip colours vary: hues can be close 
to the core colou r (tones of red fig. 13: 7), or have a two-tone effect with pale yellow sl ip on 
the upper vessel, baking red lower down. Some vessels have pale yellow slip over most of the 
vessel. Closed vessel shapes are frequentl y dark on the inner face, a characteristic also seen 
on the interior of some bowls, and it is likely that this results from temperature differences 
during firing.58 Bands of red paint (shades of IOR 4/4-5/3) over the pale slip have been found 
to decorate various vessels such as bowls (fig . 13: 4) and jug fragme nts (figs . 10: 10; 
11 : 11).59 Remnants of two-handled, pale-slipped urns with dark red to brown painted bands 
around the rim, shoulder, and base are present in the Tas-Silg deposit (similar to fig. 10: 2).60 
They occur elsewhere in the Mediterranean at sites such as Carthage,61 in Sic ily,62 and at Puig 
des Molins on Ibi za.63 
The range of pottery shapes is stri king. Bowls and small , wheel made plates, some deep 
with central well (fig. 12: 2), others with wide floors (fig. 12: 1),64 predominate. Although 
most vessels are fragmentary, around twelve were recovered nearby complete from Area B. 
Small, conical-shaped bowls with simple rounded rims are numerous (fig. 13: 7, 9) and some 
have a slightly more featured rim (fig. 13: 1, 5--6, 11). Other diagnostics include rims from 
closed jars such as amphorae (fig. 11: 1) and jugs (fig. 11: 5, 8). The latter can carry pincer 
marks used to fashion spouts at the rim (pI. 9: 3). Some fragments have handle stumps that 
clearly indicate that the handle was drawn up higher than the rim (fig. 11: 11).65 
Of special note is a body sherd with ivy leaf design (fig. 12: 12). Rare in Malta, this motif 
is known from a jug at Paola66 as well as from another complete spou ted jug and a jug 
fragment on display in the Gozo Museum. 
j7 Inconsistency in colouring of the fabric and slip may 
indicate that less Cate was bken in pnxIucing these vessels. 
One of the outcomes of the ex.cavations may be to detennine 
whether the Crisp Ware vcs.scls <at least) were mass pnxIuced 
to serve the immediate. rather than long-tenn. needs of the 
sacred site. 
SS For an example of a darker interior: TSG 9611009130. On 
sherds where the core is two-toned, the inner section is 
usually darker. 
S9 Jugs similar to ng. 11 : 11 tan be seen in Missione 1973, 
fig. 15; 2-3 pI. 48: 2 from Tas-Silg. 
60 er. complete urns in the collettion of St Alltha's 
Museum, Rabat, iIlu$tr.ued in P. VilIal GonzAlez. La 151. de 
Malta en Epoc. Fenicia y PUnic. (1996) 66-7 nos, 106 (tnv. 
no. J4). 107 (inv. no. 12), 108 (inv. no. D), 109 (inv. no. JII ). 
Examples came from the ext.valions at S. Paolo Milqi. 
Malta. See Mi ssione 1969. fig. 8: 16.24-6 pI. 30: 2--4. 
P. Cintas, C~ramique Punique (1950) pI. 30 no. 359. depicts 
an example from RabBt, Malta. after T. Zammil. Bulletin of 
the Museum l. no. 3.193 1. fig. 19 top shelf. 
61 R. P. Delatlre, Cosmos, Feb.-Mar. 1898,4, fig. 6 bottom 
middle. 
62 Examples from ulybacum. NSc 1969-1970.732--4 fig. 71. 
6J J. H. Fern.:indez . .Excavaciones en I1 Necropolis del Puig 
des Molins (Eivissa) (1992) figs . 26-7 nos. 76-7; 1923 
campaign. Hypogeum 38. vol. I. 206-7 item 564; vol. III fig. 
115: 564 pl.CU. 564 dated to 220-190 BC, which is later than 
the date proposed here; .150 from Ibiza, A. R. Riaza, 
Coleccion de Ceramica Puni ca de Ibiza en cl Museo 
Arqueologio Nacional (1980) 14 Type 1.1 fig. 3: I colour pI. 
I pI. 2: I. dated 10 the 4th century BC. 
60f Cf. plates ..... ith ..... ide noors similar to ng. 12: 1. also from 
Tas·Silg. in: Missionc 1973. pi. 48: I. -
6!1 Jugs ..... ith upswung handles Ire well represented in the 
collettions and were found in Ihe Italian investigations at 
Tas-Silg in 1970. Sce ibid. fig . 15: 2-3 pI. 48; 2. 
66 Baldacchino art. cit. (n. 56) Tomb 3. 3-9 fig. 9 pI. Ill: 2; 
illustrated recently in E, Acquaro (cd.), Along the routes of 
the Phocnicians (1998) 104, where it is dated to the 3rd 
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Figure 12. 
1. TSG961205/10; 2. TSG9613l4; 3. TSG96141 /4; 4. TSG96119/13; 5. TSG9612 14/4; 
6. TSG961205l3; 7. TSG9613f3; 8. TSG96141 /10; 9. TSG961B/1 ; 10. TSG9611912; 
11. TSG9612l1 1; 12. TSG961unSlraliliedJ26; 13. TSG9615211 ; 14. TSG9611 00213; 
15. TSG96112111 (pi. 7: 3). 
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Inscriptions were encountered on the unders ide of bowls and on the shoulders of closed 
vessels (figs, 12: 2; 13: 1_2).67 The inscriptions were frequentl y cut into the clay prior to 
firing; some were cut into quite. soft clay whereas others were made when the vessel was 
leather-hard. Painted markings were found on the neck of an imported amphora (ng, 11: 4), 
but this technique is otherwise not represented. It is worth noting that while inscriptions are 
not infrequentl y found on the pottery at Tas-Silg, they are rarely seen on vessels placed in the 
Punic tombs of Malta.68 
Cri sp Ware can al so be coarse, used for thick -walled vessels, especiall y the large open 
bowls with pendant ri m. Again the vessels are wheel made but the grit inclusions range from 
fine to very large with the fabric often having an open-textured appearance with large voids in 
the paste. Pale slip is frequently applied to the exterior of closed vessels, or, if open, to both 
interior and exterior surfaces. Bases are heavy and flat (fig, 10: 15), but well -made, concave 
di sc bases are present among the materi al (fig , 10: 13- 14). This fab ric was used in the 
manufacture of a th ick-wa lled ince nse stand wit h deeply incised lines around the stem 
(fig. 10: 12). The incense stand (rhymiaferiorl) attests to the religious functi on of Tas-S ilg. 
These obj'ects are occasionally found in funera ry contexts, but the ir primary role as cult 
objects in religious ceremonies is known throughout Phoenicia. from the eastern homeland to 
the western colonies.69 
POt stands are rare in Malta; one came from the Ghajn Qa.ii ied 10mb, considered pivotal in 
the dating of Phoenician colonization of the island.7o Another has now been identified among 
the sherd materi al from Area B (fig. 10: 1),7 1 but this Tas-S i\g example is likely to date early 
in Phase Ill . Significantly, this find indicates that stands of this type were used in Malta in 
non-mortuary contexts. A similar stand is illustrated from the excavations at Motya, Sicily.72 
Biscuit Ware 
A distincti ve two-toned fabric, known as Biscuit Ware,73 has also been recognized among the 
frag men ts at Tas-S ilg. The ware combines a fine red matrix clay with a ye llow crumbly 
material si mil ar in appearance to pulverized, decayed limestone; although evenly mixed, the 
two clays remain unblended. The scheme constructed fo r the Punic tomb pottery of Malta 
suggests that the Biscui t Ware carries into Phase IV for it is known to have been used in the 
co ns truct ion of cinerary urns of that period. AI Tas-S ilg , the ware was used in the 
manufacture of large open bowls with pendant ri ms (fig. 13: 13-14). Pale slip, simi lar to the 
cri sp wares, is appl ied to the surface and this can have a striated effect from smoothing or 
from use wear. Slips range in colou r from greenish, to yellows and pinks. 
cemury BC. A similar design (perhaps from the SlIme: vessel) 
was recovered in the Italian campaign of 1973, See Missione 
1973, pI. S4: 3 bonom right. 
61 A few inscribed sherds have been illustrated from the 
Italian ellC8Y&t ions at Tas·Silg: Missione 1964.30-3 fig. 15: 
1- 7 pI. 29: 3 bottom; Missione 1968. pI. 17. 
61 One large jus in St. Agatha 's Museum. Rabat. inv. no. J82, 
has a detailed inscription scratched on tlte shoulder: see Vidal 
Gonl11lez op. cit. (n. 60) 69 no. 114. This jug falls latc in the 
Punic repenoire. c. IOO BC to C.AD 50. Punic potters' marks of 
:my SOl'l number len lhan five out of the hundreds of vessels 
ellamined in the National and private collections in Malta. 
Stamp seals under the handles of Phase IV amphorae are the 
only other markings observed. 
69 Incense stands have been discussed by yarious authors: 
from Tas·Sil,. S. Mosc&ti, Oriens Antiquus 8. 1966, 15--18, 
151-4: W. Culic&n in: R. Y. E~id-M. J. L Young (als.). 
Oriental Stud ies Presented to B. S. J. hserlin ( 1980) 
especially 93- 101 fig. 3: T. C. Gouder, Herilage, 1978. 176. 
illustrates a fragment from a stone incense stand found in 
Raba t. now in the National Museum: H. G. Niemeyer, 
MM 10, 1969,96-101. 
70 Baldacchino an. ci\. (n. 53) 37 fig. 5: J 1 pI. 14 left. 
11 TSG96I1 002/16. 
ncr. F. Bevilacqua, Mozia VII (1972) 30-2 pI. 21: 2 right. 
1) See. for eumples o f Bi scuit Ware Raba t, St Agatha'S 
Museum. inv. nos. F 89 (amphora) and U82 (cinerary urn). 
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Figure 13. 
1. TSG961204/8; 2. TSG961204f7; 3. TSG96120s/17; 4. TSG96120s/30; 5. TSG96120S/24; 
6. TSG96120S/29; 7. TSG96120519; 8. TSG961205/8; 9. TSG96120s/27; 10. TSG961205/25; 
11. TSG96/1008/ 12; 12 . TSG96/205/22; 13. TSG96 /205/ 18; 14. TS G96/205/19; 
15. TSG96/205l12; 16. TSG96/205l 11 . 
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Srown Soft Ware 
A few sherds have been isolated whi ch are made of a Srown Soft Ware. Shapes include 
bowls, some with squared rim (fig. 11: 9), small shallow bowls of the simple conical shape 
(fig. 13: 3), and lids (fig. 9: 3).74 The colour is brown (7.5YR 5/6) throughout with a self-
slipped or wet-smoothed surface. The walls of the vessels are thicker and are moderately 
coarse. Unlike Crisp Ware which is hard-fired, these sherds have a dullness and a soft quality 
about the fabric. The surface has an almost soapy feel: smoothed, with an 'oatmeal' texture, 
fonned when the slip covered the underlying gritty inclusions. The grits are coated, but not 
obscured (fig. 13: 3). 
Sricky Red Ware 
Some sherds are made of a Sricky Ware, an even-coloured, crisp fab ric, heav ily gritted with 
even, medium-sized, generally white inclusions. A (hin, dark fed slip can be applied. This 
ware breaks with a jagged edge. It is made from red to reddish-brown clay (2.5 YR 5/2--6). 
The ware is represented at Tas-Silg by wheel made cooking pots with thin walls and flaring 
rims (fig. 12: 3). Round-sectioned handles are attached high on the shoulder and drawn up to 
the rim. An inner lip was fashioned to recei ve a lid. Minor rim variations have been observed 
among the sherd material. The Tas-Silg finds may determine whether these variations are 
chronological developments of the cooking-pot shape.75 A few examples from closed vessels, 
such as jugs, have been recorded in Bricky Ware (fig. 12: 5-7). 
Macroscopica ll y, thi s ware does not appear to be local. It is found widely around the 
Mediterranean, but the origins of Ihis cooking-pot ware (if indeed there is more than one 
origin) are problematic. Italy is likely to be one place of product ion,76 but it has been 
suggested that cooking pots of this materi al were also products of the Aegean.71 Tht<y are not 
found in the Maltese Punic tombs. One further intriguing aspect of the cooking-pot fragments 
at Tas-Silg is that a number were inscribed prior to fir ing.78 It seems unlikely that such 
vessels were produced elsewhere, inscribed, fi red, and then taken to Malta for use in some 
ritual activity at Tas-Silg. It is more reasonable to suggest that they were produced close to 
the site for use at the sanctuary. Were the vessels made by itinerant potters? Did they transport 
their unfired clays and work closer to the ir markets? It is hoped that clay sourc ing and 
analysi s of sherd material will determine whether the !as-Silg examples are local in all 
aspects. 
The Maltese cooking pots, though coarse, are akin to the small bowls made of a finer ware 
(here, Refined Bricky Red Ware) which appeared in the late Punic tombs at Rabat,79 for 
example, and a few fragments have also been identified at Tas-Si lg (fig. 12: 4). The vessels 
are made from the finer ware and have more in common with early Roman bowl shapes than 
7~ Lid fragments we~ found at Mtarfa among pottery sllerds 
of primarily Cllalky Reddisll Yellow Wa~ of the late 80rs 
in·NlUiur. in association with a single Punic lamp made from 
the same material. Sagona art. cit. (n. 25) 1999, fig. 6: I, 8. 
Lids do not figure g~atly in the Punic tombs of Malta. 
n Examples of cooking potS of the type from Tas-Silg we~ 
publ ished in Missione 1965. fig. 6: 9- 10. 
16 J. W. Hayes. Hesperia 42, 1973.467, argued for an Italian 
origin for this ware in his study of the Roman pottery from 
Corinth, describing the fabric as 'orange to gray clay witll a 
heavy tempering of large wllite ninty grits ... tlli s is standard 
local coarse ware of tile Roman period ', A. M. Bisi. RStFen 
5. no. I. 1977. 38-9 pI. 11 : 4-5, di scusses and illustrates twO 
comple te cooking pots, witll lids. of IlIe son found at Tu-
Silg. lIeld in tile Brussels Museum. Slle lIas documented 
similar vessels from Nonll Africa, Sardinia, and Sicily; the 
cooking pots are broadly dated from tile 4tll to the 2nd 
cent. BC. 
n K. Warner Slane. Hesperia 55. 1986. 3OS. 
7' Recently A. F~ndo lIas discussed. long inscription on • 
similar cooking pot from Zejtun in PEQ 131. 1999.24--35, 
Others from the MilJion~ e){cav.tions include Missione 1964, 
pis. 27-9_ 
19 The small bowls arc referred .lo as 'tubs' by 
R. D. Barneu-C. Mendleson (eds.), Tharros ( 1987) 127 
no. 111 1. Cooking potS from domes tic quaners at otller sites 
do nOI appear to be inscribed. 
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local forms. Considering that the southem sector has not yielded sherds with red glossy slips 
characterist ic of Roman Arreti ne or related wares , or local Romano- Punic forms such as 
carinaled bowls and bowls with everted obl ique ri ms,80 it is likely that thi s area had ceased to 
be used for dumped material in the early 2nd century BC. 
Imported Wares 
Some imported wares are conspicuous among the pottery. Several fragments come from small 
Attic aryballoi with lustrous black sl ip and elaborale palmelte decoration (fig. 12: 8--11 ). Only 
one of them has been found in a reasonably well· recorded tomb contex t on the island, at 
Paola; others. held in pri vate collections, are likely to have come from IOmbs opened long 
ago .81 The It ali an excavations at Tas-S ilg also fo und sherds wi th si milar palmeue 
decoration. 82 These small vessels are well -known from sites around the Mediterranean and 
are dated to the 2nd quarter of the 4th century BC; they provide chronological fi x points fo r 
tomb complexes at sites such as Puig des Molins and Ampurias.83 
Another type of Attic aryballos is decorated with a fine net·design on black background 
with white spots at the intersecting lines of the 'nct (fig. 12: 13; pI. 9: 4).84 Compari sons can 
be found at other sites where they are datcd to the 4th century BC.85 
Some fragments stem from imported unguentaria characterized by a refined fabric, either 
red or pink-buff in colour. One neck from a small vessel has a red painted rim with fu rther 
bands on the shoulder (fig. 11 : 7). Painted unguentaria are occasionally fou nd in the Punic 
tombs of Malta, but they are rarer than the plain vers ions.86 The painted type can be assigned 
a date in the early 4th century BC.87 
A date in the 3rd century BC fo r SU 1002 in Area B is supported by the presence of a 
closed lamp with single nozzle in the Rhodian tradition (fig. 12: 14),88 that is comparable to 
lamps fou nd in a much used, multi-chambered tomb in the Selmani district of Benghazi.89 
An unusual sherd with bold, ivy-leaf decoration painted on the exterior in thick red paint 
(fig. 12: 15; pI. 9: 1) comes from Area C.90 The design is based on a Greek pattern, but the 
vessel was made of a micaceous fabric. probably of North African origin . The ivy-leaf motif 
is reminiscent of the decoration on an askos in the shape of a mouse found in Thapsus, North 
IIO The shape is illustrated in Sagona an. ci t. (no 27) fig. 2: 17 
pi. 13: 3 front row, second from lefl. for the naring rimmed 
shape and fig. 2: 14, 16, 18 pI. 13: 3 back row, IWO on righl, 
and front righl. 
81lbe Paola cxample is published in Baldacchino ar!. ci l. 
(n. 56) Tomb 3. 3-9 fig. 10: D2 pi. 3. 
82 For Anic Jekythoi fragments with palmette designs from 
Tas·Silg, see Missione 1973, pi. 53: 4. 
S) See D. Robin son, E~cavations at Olynthus v (1933) 
pis. 142-3. and id., E~cavat ions at Olynthus Xlll (1950) 
pis. 146 and 160. For examples from Poig des Molins. see 
R:m.indez op. cit. (n. 63) nos 5, 136, 479, 532, 807. 882. and 
1124; "01. 3, 118- 19: for examples rrom Ampurias. ~ee 
M. Almagro. Las Necropoli s de Ampurias. vol. I. 
IntroducciOn y Ne<:rOpolis Grie,as ( 1953) 59: Tomb 23 fig. 
23: I (da ted 325 BC); p. 90: Tomb 90 fig. 65: 8 (da ted 
350-300 BC): pp. 96-7: Tomb 103 fig. 73: 3 (dated 350 BC). 
84 The nample is TSG 96/521 1. 
Sl For Allic aryballoi wilh spotted nel decoration. see 
B. A. Sparkes in: Bamell- Mendleson (eds.) op. cit. (n. 19) 60 
Tomb 7 pis . 25: 7/5; p. 85 Tomb 13 pt.s 13/4: from 
Ampurias: Almagro op. cit. (n. 83) Tomb no. 49 fig. 34 
(dated 400-350 BC), Tomb 10 1 fi g. 72: 12 (dated 
400-350 BC). 
16 Cf. examples from Tharr05: T. C. Mitchell in: 
Bamen-Mendleson (eds.) op. ci t. 52 pI. 6: 25. 5/6. 
17 See E. Cuadrado. AEspA 50-5 1. 1977-18. 390 fig. I: 
A-iv. for the vessels with red' painted bands; examples from 
Ampurias are dated from c.400 to 350 BC: Almagro op. cit. 
302 no. 3: for Pui g des MoHns. see Fern~ndez op. cit. 
campaign 1921- Hypogeum 23, item 90, vol. [ 86-8: vol. III 
fi, . 43. 90 pi. 38. 90: 1928 campaign-unprovenanced 
material, vo!. I. p. 33213, item 1064. vol. 3. fig. 188. 1064 
pI. 161. 1064. 
"cr. R. H. Howland, 1be Athenian Agora.IV. Greek Lamps 
and their Survivals (I958) 99- 10 1 Form 32 pI. 41: 425. 429 
(dated around the 2nd quarter or the: 3rd century BC 10 c.200). 
19 1. S. Dent el al., LibyaAnt 13-14. 1976-1917, 163-5, 
especially no. 80 fig. 10: 80. The finds in the tomb are daLed 
from the early 2nd century BC to the 1St cencurYAD. 
90Trench C3, from the upper section, TSG961unstralifiedl26. 
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Africa.91 A similar fragment, perhaps part of the same vessel, was found during the Italian 
excavations at the si te in 1970.(>2 
Dive rse fragments of imported am phorae suggest that Tas-S ilg was draw n into a 
cosmopo li tan sphere thro ugh trade and through the te mple patrons fro m vario us 
backgrounds .93 From Area B comes a well-preserved, stamped Rhodian amphora handle 
(fig. 11 : 3; pi. 10: 1)94 with the characteristic round boss featuri ng a rose with bent stem and 
endorsed by 'Hell an ikos·. It can be dated to the 3rd century BC, to 'the term of Aristonidas, 
month Artamitios,.95 Others with this name were found in the Athenian Agora,96 and one 
similar stamp was recovered from Carthage.97 A handle fragment from a large imported 
amphora is impressed with a rectangular stamp; three letters survive (fig . 11: 2). 
Finally a single sherd with a surviving horizontal handle from a closed vessel (fig. 10: 11; 
pi. 9: 6) is remi.niscen t of an urn form known at Carthage;98 the painted body sherd 
(fig. 10: 9) probably belonged to a very similar vessel. The form is otherwise not represented 
in fu nerary contexts in Malta and must be considered an imported shape not adopted by the 
local potters . 
Ciaudia Sagona 
(with the collaboration of Rebecca Farrugia, Kevin Borda, 
Maria Elena Zammit, Hanna Stager, and Marlene Galea) 
THE PUNIC INSCRIPTIONS 
This section is meant as a set of preliminary observations on some of the many Punic letters 
generall y incised on pottery vessels which were retrieved during the fi rst three seasons of 
excavation between 1996 and 1998. Fifteen stra tigraphic un its were chosen fo r examination: 
SU 25, 34, 4 1, 50, 55, 71, 204, and 205 from Area A; SU 1002, 1005, 1006, 1008, and 1009 
from Area B; and SU 2069 and 206 1 from Area C. In fact only fourteen of these units yielded 
any Punic letters, since SU 2069 in Area C contained none . 
According to the list of special finds held in (he archive. these fourteen stratigraphic units 
are supposed to hav~ yielded a total of 87 finds (ge nerall y pottery sherds, somet imes 
complete pottery vessels, and once a small piece of stone, TSG96/25/ 10) on which one or 
more Punic letters were incised; there is one example (fig. 14: 1) where the letters are painted 
and not incised on a ceram ic vessel. The letters incised on the ceramic vessels were 
sometimes executed before the latter were fired, at other times after firing . It should be 
pointed out that some of the finds do not contain any Punic letters at all ; thus, for example, on 
close analysis it seems that find TSG96/2512 has a series of scratches which do not constitute 
any Punic letters at all. 
~l The askos is illustrated in A. Ben Abed Ben Khader-
D. Soren. Carthage: a Mosaic of Ancient Tunisia (1987) 157 
no. 21. datcd to the 3rd century ac. 
<n Missione ]973.63 pI. 54: 3 bouom left. The sherds may be 
from the same vessel. 
9) Earlier investigations at Tas·Silg also recovered a diverse 
collection of amphorae: Missione 1967. fig. 4: 25-6. 29-30: 
5: 18-25; Missione 1968. fig. 5: 2 pI. 13: 4: figs. ] 1: 4--6; 12: 
2-5: ]5: 7: 17: 4-8; 18: 1-8. 
94 Area B, TSG96J]OO31l1. Another Rhodian stamped handle 
fragment from Tas·Silg was published in Missione 1964 
pI. 23: ]. 
9$ V. R. Grace. Amphoras and the Wine Trade (]961) 10 fig. 
23. illustrates an identical stamp from the Athenian Agora: 
see also fig. 22 left, depicting the Rhodian amphora which 
carries the stamp, dated to the 3rd century BC. 
96 Athens, Agora SS 317 found in a Hellenistic conte~t: see 
V. R. Grace, Hesperia 3.1934.238. 
97 Ibid. 238. Grace questions the 180-150 date assigned to 
the e!lample from Carthage .. 
98 Delattre art. cit. (n. 61) 5 fig. 7 middle right. A similarly 
shaped vessel was recovered from a tomb at S. Paolo Milqi . • 
but its fabric is described as buff with pale slip. See Missione 
1969. 101 fig. 8: ]5 pI. 30: l. 
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The Punic letters on anyone find range from a mini mum of one to a maximum of four. 
Generally this is owing to the fact that the object concerned is fragmentary, such as a body 
sherd; however, there a re cases when a complete pottery vessel, for example find 
TSG961100511 (fig. 14: 2), has only one letter. In such instances, it is logical to assume that 
we are probably dea.ling with abbreviations. As it will be shown below, the letters are very 
similar to the multiple Punic letters found in the previous excavations. This means that their 
date ranges between the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC. 
Some of the aforementioned Punic letters will now be briefl y presented by way of a small 
sample of the type of Pun ic epigraphy which was encountered at Tas-Si lg between 1996 and 
1998. The longest ex tant Punic word is incomplete; it consists of four letters, namely strt 
I. 204 11 
2 . 100511 
3. 25 19 
4 1008136 
o 2 b-b.Jcm. 
Figure 14. 
Punic inscriptions from Tas-Silg. 
1. TSG96"204Il; 2. TSG96/1 005/1; 
3. TSG96/2519; 4. TSG9&'1()()8f.36. 
(fig. 14: 3) . These were deeply inci sed o n a s herd 
(T SG96/25/9) before firing. It is obvious that the letter t is 
missing, and that we are dealing with the name of the 
goddess tstrt, Astarte. These same four letters had been 
retrieved in tp.e previous excavations.99 Astarte's name is 
also present in the letters Its on find T SG96/34/3 . These 
three letters are made up of the preposition lamed meaning 
'to' and the first two letters of ASlarte's name in Punic, 
namely ~ and S. These letters had also been found in the 
former excav'ati ons, lOO and it is clear that we are deali ng 
with a dedication to Astarte. Finally, this goddess's name 
has also been ev idenced in the last three letters of her name 
in Punic, namely trt (fi nds TSG9612061110 and 
TSG96/206115). Even these letters had been previous ly 
encountered. 101 
The lette r taw on its own has been found on fi nds 
TSG961251l7 and TSG961l006/4. It had also been found in 
the prev ious excavations where it had at f ir st been 
interpreted as an abbreviation for the name of the goddess 
Tanit. 102 Later this interpretation was abandoned in favour 
of the letter taw being viewed as the fi nal letter of Astarte's 
name. IO) However, I would like to propose te ntat ively 
another solution. Seeing that it is a commonplace that the 
sanctuary of Tas-S ilg was dedicated to Astarte duri ng the 
Phoenician-Punic period when many voti ve pottery vessels 
were offered to her, is it not logical to thi nk that, just as at 
Masada, the letter taw incised on ceramic vessels was used 
as an abbreviation of the North-West Se miti c word 
tr(w)mh meaning 'heave offering'. 'contribution for the 
sanctuary,?I04 In thi s sense, it is then also easy to exp lai n the letters It inc ised on find 
TSG96/3S/3 as meaning ' for the offering'; the pottery vessel in question would be reserved 
99 B. Pugliese in: Missione 1964.97 pt. 27: 6. 
lOO lbid 97 pt. 28: 3. 
IQ1 lbid 98 pI. 28: l. 
10l G. Garbini in: Miss ione 1964, 91. 
10) M. G. Guzzo Amadasi in: Missione 1972. 122. 
10'4 J. Hoflijzcr- K. Jon geling (wilh appendices by 
R. C. Sleiner. A. M05ak Moshavi and B. Ponen). DiClionary 
of Ihe North·West Semilic Inscriplions (1995), 120! and re:fs . 
there:. 
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for the use of the offerings to be made in the temple. Even the letters It had been found in the 
previous excavations where, however, they had been interpreted analOgOuSI! to the letter taw 
as shown above, therefore meaning either 'to TaniC or indeed 'to Astarte' .10 
Find TSG96/2041l (fig. 14: 1) is interesting in that it has two Punic letters which are not 
incised in the clay but painled on it in red. The two letters in question are gn which had been 
found quile abundantly in the previous excavations at Tas.SiJg, though up to the end no 
satisfactory definiti ve interpretation for them had been offered. I It is imeresting to note that 
in Phoenician epigraphy there is evidence for the phrase (s]pr ~gnn in the sense of 'birds of 
enclosure' .107 The word ~gnn may be tenlatively viewed as a variam of gn, thereby consisting 
of gn preceded by a prothetic alefand followed by an emphatic nun; an analogous example is 
provided by the Hebrew particles hn and hnnh. In this sense, go would mean 'enclosure' 
which stands for 'birds of enclosu re' . The laner means 'domestic fowllbirds' which could 
very well have been offered in the sanctuary of Tas-S ilg. Such an interpretation of go will 
he lp us also to understand the letter g which appears on its own in fi nds T SG96/4114, 
TSG96/l00S/l, TSG961100813, and poss ibly TSG9611008112. Find TSG961100SI1 
(fig. 14: 2) is mos! interesting since the letter g is here found incised on a complete bowl, also 
cut by a horizontal li ne at the top; it can be simply viewed as an abbreviation of go. This 
single letter gimel does not seem to have been retrieved in the previous excavations. 
The letter mem is found alone incised on multiple ceramic vessels; it is the cross-shaped 
type which had already appeared in Punic ti mes and which later became much more common 
in the Neo-Pu nic period.108 It can be seen on finds TSG961l 009128, TSG961l 009/27, 
TSG961 100913, TSG9611009126, TSG96ISSI1, and TSG9611008136. In the last example 
(fig. 14: 4), the mem is incised on a very large bowl. For the moment, it seems that the best 
interpretation for this single letter is to view it as a possible abbreviation of the word mqds 
meaning 'sanctuary' .109 Thus, it appears that the letter mem would have been used to single 
out those pottery vessels which were to be reserved for use in the Punic sanctuary at Tas-Silg. 
The aforementioned examples cons~itute a small sample of the type of Punic inscriptions 
being retrieved in the current excavations at Tas-Silg. The fragmentary nature of the evidence 
coupled with the use of Punic abbrev iations does not allow fo r any easy analysis. However, it 
certainly provides interesting clues and tentative solut ions which will help us better to 
appreciate the Punic period at the holy site ofTas-Silg. 
Anthony J. Frendo 
ART 
The quantity of art material found in these three campaigns is smal~ by any standard . The 
quality of the fi nds, excepl for one or two cases, is also far from satisfactory. This was, for 
various reasons, quite expected. In the first place, the area being explored lies outside the 
main sanctuary building where one is more likely 10 fi nd casualties of wi lful destruction or 
abandonment. Secondly, the pace of our excavat ion has been consistently and purposely very 
slow, fo r the reasons explained in the Introduction. Thirdly, even the large-scale excavations 
10$ Garbini. op. cit. (no 102) 89-90: G. Garbini in: Cagiano de 
Azevedo et (ll. (1965) op. cit. (no 9), 82- 3 pIs. 38: 5-39: 2; 
s« also n. 103. 
106 GU1.ZO Amadasi op. cit. (no (03) 122: M. G. GutzO 
Amadasi in: Missione 1973,90. 
107 F. Brown et al .. A Hebrew and Englistl Lexicon of ttle 
Old Testament wittl an Appendix containing ttle Biblical 
Aramaic (1951, reprint wittl corrections of ttle 1906 edition), 
171 and reference there. 
t081. Brian Pecktlam, Ttle Development Df ttle late 
Phocnician Scripts (1968) 186 pI. 16 (row 2); p. 188 pI. 17 
(especially row 5). 
tOO Hoftijur-Jongeling op. cit (n. 1(4) 679 and refs. there. 
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by the Missione in the 1960s inside the main bui lding complex fa iled to produce outstanding 
works of art comparab le to those encountered regularly in similar holy places on either side of 
the Mediterranean littoral. The only fea ture one might have hoped to encoun ter in this area 
was a bolhros, a slipe vOliva, a ritual deposit or pit in which all votive waste was dumped, 
ceremoni all y or otherwise. Very often these deposits annexed to sanctuaries contain dumped 
surplus of votive offerings, including terracotta figurines and, in rarer cases, fragments of 
statuary. But nothing resembli ng a bOlhros in the full sense of the word has so far been 
identified. 
To start with, no painting or other two-di mensional representation has yet come to light: 
neither fragments of wall-paintings (or any other type of painting) nor of figu red mosaics. 
Painted potlery, on the other hand , is represented by at least two sherds of Greek vases, one of 
wh ich shows the legs and part of the lower body of a ma n in black-fi gu re technique 
(TSG96/2026/6) (pI. 9: 5), several fragments of South Italian red-figure lekythoi, and a few 
other fragments of probably locally produced vessels with painted vegetal moti fs. I IO 
Plastic art, on the other hand, is represented by a handful of objects which can be grouped 
under two head ings: (a) figurat ive scu lpture and (b) architectural decoration . A separate 
classi fi cation can be made by material, main ly: ( I) stone and (2) moulded fired clay, or 
terracotla. One fragment of architectural decoration is in plaster stucco. 
FIGURATIVE SCULPTURE 
The jewel in the crown of the limited artisti c repertoire of this excavation is a very small 
terracotta pendant in the shape of a female head with a copper wire suspension- loop fixed 
onto the top of the head (TSG96120512) (pt 9: 2). In view of the gilding, which survives in 
places, it is li kely to have served as an earring or a pendant from a necklace. It is typically 
Hellenistic, both iconographicall y and styliSticall y, with parallels in many other parts of the 
Hellenized Mediterranean. Given the modest material, and the physical context of the find, it 
is likely to have been a votive offering made by a female member of the congregation who 
could only offer a gilt terracotta substitute for a real gold one. The con tex t in which it was 
found, the grey ash deposit (SU 205) in Area A, fi lling a largish rubbish tip and containing 
considerable qua nt iti es of organic remains and pottery,1I1 as well as the poor state of 
preservation of the gilding, suggest that the pendant had lost its va lue both as an item of 
personal jewel ry and as a votive offerin g at the time it found itse lf in the present 
archaeological context. . 
The di scovery of the head of a terracotta fi gurine representing Eros in the full y-fledged 
Hellenistic trad ition (TSG96125124) in Area A provides further confirmation of the presence 
of this cultural component during the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC, the approximate date of the 
figurine. Hellenization is ev ident not only in sty le but also in content-an Eros is not what 
one might expect to fi nd in a pure ly Pu nic reli gious environment. On the other hand, an 
alternative identification of the head is with Harpocrates, the Egypti an chi ld-god , normall y 
represented with a finger raised to his lips. The rosette-like arrangement of the curls above the 
centre of the forehead seems to point in thi s direction. Although SU 25 to which the head 
belongs bears a different number, it was in fact part of the same fill as SU 205 in which the 
terracOlla pendant was di scovered. 112 Thus the con text suggests a surplus (and broken) votive 
offering that was dumped together with other waste maller from the sanctuary. 
110 See seclion on POllery. above. A fragmenl of a black· 
figure lid was discovered al Tas·Silg in 1964: A. Ciasca in: 
Missione 1965. PI. 41: I. 
III Su seclion on Slraligrophy. above. 
III See sec lion on Slraligraphy. above. 
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Another terracotta fragment, this time belonging to a much larger and hollow statuette, 
preserves only the lips and part of the chin of a human figure (TSG96/201611 ) (pi. 11: 2)_ It 
comes from Area C and was found in SU 20 16 which is the same as SU 2000, that is, topsoil. 
The features are very sharp, and the figurine must have derived from a good quality, possibly 
a firs t generation, mould. Once more, the general impression is of a Helleni stic date but a 
more careful examination and good parallels fro m dated con texts migh t provide a more 
secure date. 
From the same Area C, but from a lower layer (SU 2026), comes a head of a bearded man, 
thi s ti me in stone (TSG96/2026/3) (pI. 11: 3). It portrays an Oriental+looking personage with a 
thick, massive neck and wearing a compact mass of hair. The latter is sharp ly outlined, 
sparing a low forehead and dipping obliquely to the nape with a sl ight drop behind the ears. 
The beard is equally stylized and sharp ly outli ned in the Oriental fash ion. The overall 
impressio n is somewhat Archaic, and the ico nog rap hy and style reca ll Cy priot male 
statuary. I I3 
Area B has produced two fragments of largish hollow terracolta figu rines . They have 
different fabrics and belong to different figurines. The fi rst one (T SG96/10 11I3) consists of 
the nose and part of the right half of a human face, including the eye, the cheek, and the upper 
l ip. The workmans hip is of hig h qua lity and reveals post· mould re touching for the 
highlighting of featu res, especially the eye. The bulging eyeball and the slightly raised edge 
of the upper lip seem to suggest an Archaic date. In fac t, the fragment recall s very closely the 
female 'votive protome' from the topher of Motya, wi th the di mensions of which it seems to 
correspond. 114 The second fragment preserves only the fi ngers and the back of the left hand 
(T SG96/ 10111I ). The fingers are wrapped around an object which is not identifiable. The 
stratigraphic context (SU lOl l ) of both fragments is a fi ne grey deposit, one of two fi lls of a 
shallow pit (SU 1014) cutting into a loose deposi t in trench B. Both fills contained quanti ties 
of animal bone, shell , and pottery. I 15 
ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION 
The mos t pleas ing item of th is grou p is certain ly a stucco fragmen t be long ing to some 
arc hi tectural decorat ion. Found in Area B (TS G961 1008/6), it has the shape of a stylized 
palmette (pI. 11 : 1). It is 8 cm high and made of very hard and compact stucco which contains 
si lica and powdered marble. It is of extremely fi ne workmanship and is probably imported.116 
It almost certainly formed part of the vegetal decoration between the volutes of an Ionic 
capital in the Hellenistic tradition, like the one labelled 'of Sic ilian type' from the peristyle 
house at Mon te lato dated tentatively to the 2nd century BC. 117 The context of the find 
(SU 1008) is yet another grey ashy deposit, in this case containing also a bronze nail, a glass 
bead, and a coin. 
Another fragment comes from Area A and preserves a very small part of an egg·and·dart 
motif (TSG96/22/13) (pi. 11: 2). The decorat ion is deeply carved on very hard, coarse· 
grained limestone. The slight curvature of the surface of the lower border suggests a curved 
III The man's beard recalls that of a terraCOlla head in a 
private collection illustraled in Missione 1965. pI. 68: I. Nole 
Ihat the black-figure sherd mentioned aoove (TSG961202616) 
came from the-same stratigraphic unit. 
114 M. G. Guzzo Amadasi in: A. Ciasca el al .• Mozia V 
(1969) 61-2 pI. 64. It should be remarked. however. that an 
'Archaic' terraCOlla fragment would be out of place in a 
4th- 1st-century context. I! would. therefore, have to be 
considered residual. 
liS See section on Stratigraphy, aoove. 
116 On Roman stucco work see D_ Strong- D. Brown (eds.). 
Roman Crafts (1976) 209-21. 
11 7 R. Wilson. Sicily under the Roman Empire (1990) 19 
fig . 14. 
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moulding, possibly the central decorated torus of an Ionic mou lding. The fragment is too 
small to suggest proper dating. Its stratigraphic unit (SU 22) is one of 'numerous localized 
layers of grey soil and stoney and rubble deposits' which have been assigned to the latest, so-
called 'agricultural', phase. liS So far, however, this group of layers has not been found to 
contain anything later than 3rd-l st centuries Sc. 119 
Finally, a worked stone fragment from precisely the same context might well be part of a 
stela carved from a hard , rough-textured limestone, perhaps local Coralline (TSG96122/2) 
(pI. 10: 2). What survives looks like a corner of a shallow rectangular f~ame which is si mil ar 
to that normally found on stelae, especially Phoenician-Punic ones, such as those found on 
Motya, at Monte Sirai, Carthage, and elsewhere. 
CONCLUSION 
Like the rest of the archaeological material of Tas-Silg, induding the archi tecture, the artistic 
rema ins revea l the encoun te r and sync ret ism of two different cu lt ures: the Ori enta l 
(Phoenician-Punic) and the Hellenistic. This syncretism had already been revealed by the 
small fi nds unearthed in the sanctuary itself in the 1960s, and to a great extent the si tuation 
outside the complex confirms what was already apparent inside. 
This ambivalence is also seen in two pieces found in the same trench, Area C. One, the 
stone head (TSG96/2026/3), which could be of local production, represents the Orien tal 
culture; the other, a fragment of the face of a terracotta statuette (TSG96/20 l 61l), is certainly 
a Hellenistic product imported from some Eastern or central Mediterranean Greek city. Only a 
chemical and microscopic analysis of the clay of thi s and of the other terracotta figurines will 
reveal the real place of origin. 
Noteworthy too is the fragmentary state of practically all finds. This seems to corroborate 
the impression that the fi nds belong to refuse coming from the sanctuary to the north. In spite 
of this apparently unpreten tious environmenr of excavation, we are confident that when all 
the evidence is brought together, the final resu lt wi ll make a substantial contribution to the 
corpus of knowledge about the site and about the archaeology of Malta in general. 
Anthony Bonanno 
THE MOLLUSCAN REMAINS 
The follow ing account is a preliminary repoit on the molluscan material examined to date, 
which includes that recovered between 1996 and 1997. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The material examined came from three Areas A, B, and C. Three types of samples were 
examin·ed for molluscs. 
Bulk samples of approximately 30 litres volume were treated in a water separat ion 
machi ne (' flotation tank') constructed according to blueprints supplied by the Museum of 
London. Th-e float was passed through graded sieves (1 mm and 250 micrometre mesh, in that 
order) and then air-dried and sorted. The sediment remaining in the machine, after all the flat 
was separated off, was air-dried and sieved through graded sieves of mesh size 8 mm, 4 mm, 
2 mm, and Imm in that order, fo llowing which each fraction was sorted by hand to separate 
out organic remains. 
lIS See section on Stratigraphy. above. 119 Sce seetion on POltery. above. 
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Samples collected for pollen analys is ranging in volume between 50 cm) and 1,000 cml, 
depending on provenance, were dry-sieved through graded sieves (8 mm, 4 mm, 2 mm, and 
I mm) and any molluscs present were picked out by hand. 
The third type of sample consisted of mollusc shells picked by hand by the excavators 
during the dig. 
Mollusca were identified using published manuals and keys and by comparison with the 
reference collections of the Department of Biology of the University of Malta. 
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
NON-MARINE MOLLUSCS 
The non-marine Mo ll usca identified from the samples studied and their general habitat 
preferences are given in table 2. In this table, all specimens from the same strati graphic unit 
are listed together, irrespective of the type of sample they originated from, and therefore 
relative abundances are indicative only, as sampling effort was not unifonn. A quantitative 
anal ysis will be presented in a future report. Apart from the species listed in table 2, most 
samples also contained varying amounts of unidentifi able shell fragments, which are not 
reported. Also not reported are those samples from which only unidentifi able fragments were 
recovered . 
Twenty species of non-marine molluscs were recorded from the Tas-S ilg excavations, one 
of which is freshwater, and the rest strictl y terrestrial. In terms of habitat preferences, these 
species may be class ified into the following groups: 
Ubiquitous Eurytopic; found in most types of habitat present in the Maltese Islands, 
including both natural and anthropogenic ones. 
Xeric Occur in habitats that do not receive any substantial water during the dry 
season. 
Mesic Occur in habitats that are not wet but that do not remain dry for very long 
periods, even during the dry season. 
Subterranean Burrow in soil or live in microcavities in soil, or under deeply embedded 
stones, or in caves. 
On vegetation Open habi tats with vegetation, including gardens and fields. 
Freshwater Freshwater habitats. 
The distribution of the species recorded, in 
terms of this broad classification, is shown in 
fig. 15. Predictably, ubiquitous species, that is, 
those with catholic habitat requirements, are 
the most represented (9 species) .. These are the 
least interesting from the point of view of 
environmenta l interpretat ion. Also not very 
interesting from this point of view are the 
subte rranea n species since these may ha ve 
burrowed into the deposit at any time after its 
format ion and only serve to show that the 
strata were buried! The other species are more 
indicative, however. The xeric forms present 
(4 spec ies) are those found in open rocky 
habitats, such as steppic or gariglle commu-
nities . One of these, Marmorana melitensis, is 
charac te ri s ti c of shady rocky habitats, 
Vegetation 5" 
Subtarranean 
10°4 
Freshwater 
51' 
Xeric 
,,% 
\ 
Ubiquitous 
45% 
FiQure 15. The percent distribution of 20 species 
of. non-marine molluscs recorded from Tas-
SiIQ, in terms of broad habitat categories. 
SPECIES SU25 SU 34 SU 50 SU 55 SU 71 SU SU SU SU SU TOTAL HABITAT 
205 1008 1009 2061 2069 
Pomatias suicarus 7 I 4 2 2 I 17 Ubiquitous 
Planorbis moquini I I Freshwater; springs 
Truncatellina callicratis I I Leaf litter 
Gronopupa granum 3 3 6 Xeric environments, esp.karstland 
Chondrula pupa I I Ubiquitous 
Oxvchilu5 draparnaudi I I 2 Damo environments 
Oxvchilus hvdatinus 2 2 Semi-subterranean; soil or stones 
Cecilioides acicufa 1877 2552 III 67 333 4940 Subterranean; soi l 
F erussacia folliculus 84 18 8 I 43 10 4 I 3 172 Damp envi ronments; leaf liner 
Rumina decollato 16 3 3 4 3 2 I 6 38 Xeric environments 
Papilli(era papillaris 20 4 2 6 6 19 57 Ubiquitous 
Trochoidea spratti 26 19 6 2 8 13 15 I 88 Xeric en vironments, esp. 
karSlland 
Cemuella corUOIIQe 6 15 6 4 13 44 Ubiquitous 
Cernuella cf. eisa/pillo 4 4 Ubiquitous 
Cochlicella acuta 1438 358 934 2 179 1589 650 I 58 5209 Ubiquitous 
Caracollina lenticula 243 185 144 2 237 27 161 3 7 1009 Ubiquitous; habitats with soil 
Theba Disana 4 4 Ubiquitous; esp. coastal habitats 
MarmorOIlO melitensis I I Xeric rocky habitats receiving 
some shade 
Eobania venniculata 21 2 I 28 25 16 2 6 1 2 158 Ubiquitous 
Canlareus apertus I 10 11 Steppic habitats and cultivated 
.,-eas 
TOTALS 3742 3136 1210 57 515 174 1 1189 6 167 2 11765 
Table 2. Tas-Silg Excavations 1996-1997: total identifiable non-marine Mollusca recovered by all methods and the general habitat preferences of the species. 
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suggesting the-presence of shade such as provided by rock faces, boulders, or high wall s. 
Three species are mesic (Truncarellina callicratis, Oxychilus draparnaudi, and Ferussacia 
folliculus), All th ree are assoc iated with leaf litter and indicate the presence of relati vely thick 
vegetat'ion that may be na tural or may represent cu lti vated habi tats such as gard~ n s. 
Cantareus apertus also sugges ts vegetated habitats. The single specimen of Planorbis 
moquini found is very interesting since it not only shows the presence of fresh water, but also 
of runni ng water, as this is a species of springs rather than ponds. This may suggest the 
presence of either a spring or of more or less continuously flow ing irrigation waler. 
What is absent is al most as interesting as what is present. No Muticaria are present, 
suggesting the absence of karstland, which is hardly surpri sing since thi s fo rms mainly on 
Corall ine limestone, which is absent from the locality, Neither are any woodland species 
present (notably Lauria cylindracea) suggesting the absence of a dense tree cover. Given the 
presence of fresh water, it is surprisi ng th at no species characteristic of ponds or other 
standing bodies of water have been found, This may be an artefact of sampling or may 
actually indicate that such standing water was not present. It is also interesting to note that no 
specimens of Cantareus aspersus, the common ed ible snail that is now ubiquitous in the 
Maltese Islands, were found . 
Of the species found, none are presently used as items of food in the Maltese Islands, 
although Eobania vermiculata is consumed elsewhere in the Mediterranean. Actuall y, all 
large land snails are edible even if they are not equall y palatable. Since when cooked the soft 
parts of the animals are easi ly ex tracted from the shells without damag ing them, it is not 
poss ible to disti ngui sh she ll s that represent ' kitchen waste' fro m th ose that have died 
naturally. 
A numbe r of the spec imens examined showed signs of breakage of the shell s that is 
usually associated with ani mal predation (table 3). It would appear that a substantial portion 
of the Cernuella caruanae and the majority of the Theba pisana and the Eobania vermiculara 
recovered from the deposits, may have been transported to the site due to an imal activity, In 
the case of Eobania vermiculata it also suggests that the Tas-S ilg inhabitants did not use this 
snai l as an item of food. 
SPECIES su 2~ su 34 SU 50 SU 55 SU 71 SU 205 SU 1008 SU 2061 SU 2069 TOTALS 
Ct muel/a canumat 3 50% - - 747% 00% ] 25% - 215% - 13 30% 
Thtba pisaTla - - - - - - - 3 75% - 375% 
Eoba"ia vtmticulata 1362% 00% 0% 1864% 728% 1063% 2100% 4675% 2 ]00% 9862% 
Table 3. 
Non·marine molluscs from the 1996-1997 Tas-Silg excavations that showed signs of animal predation. 
The actual number of specimens is given as well as the proportion of the total number of individuals of 
that species collected that showed signs of predation (as percentage). 
MARINE MOLLUSCS 
The mari ne Moll usca ident ified fro m the samples studied and their general habitat 
preferences are given in table 4, As fo r the non-marine spec ies, all specimens from the same 
strati graphic unit are lumped together, irrespective of the type of sample they originated from, 
and therefore relati ve abundances are indicative onl y, as sampl ing effort was not uniform. 
Gi ven that many of the specimens were e roded and/or fragme nted, the number of 
ind ividuals in the samples was established according to the following criteria: 
J06 A. Bonnano and A. J. Frendo 
- a li mpet shell was considered to constitute an indiv idual shell if the apex was present; 
- a spiral gastropod shell was considered to constitute an indi vidual shell if the apex was 
intact or if the bulk of the body whorls were intact; 
- a bivalve valve was considered to be a single individual if the major portion of the umbo 
was present. 
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Table 4. 
Tas-Silg Excavations 1996-1997: total identifiable marine Mollusca recovered by all methods and the 
general habitat preferences of the species. Superscript numbers correspond to the notes below the 
table; f '" shell fragments. 
Notes: 
1. Single individual, lacking aperture. 
2. The individual from SU 50 was broken open; those from SU 55 were reduced to their 
apices; that from SU 205 had some damage in the region of the aperture. 
3. Numerous Cerithium were broken open, especially the larger individuals. 
4. The specimen from SU 55 had a hole drilled through the apex, where the protoconch 
would have been. The other specimens were small in size. 
5. Many individuals had broken apertures or were missing the apex. 
6. Many individuals had their apex removed. 
7. Fragments of test of sea urchin (Paracentrotus lividus) . 
8. Oxidized and eroded trochid shell. 
9. Probably fragments of Monodonta sp. 
10. Eroded vermetid shell. 
.' 
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Twenty-two species of gastropods and four species of bivalves were identified from the 
Tas-Si lg excavations. All are common Mediterranean shore and shallow water species. The 
species present indicate that a range of habitats was accessible to the inhabitants of Tas-Si lg, 
as fo llows: 
- Gently sloping rocky shores; 
- Rocky bouoms with photophi lic algae at depths of 0 to 10 m; 
- Sandy or sandy-mud bottoms in shallow water; 
- Lagoons or semi-enclosed water with reduced sal inity and a muddy bottom. 
With the exception of the last environment. all these habitats presently occur round the 
Delimara Pen insula and in Marsaxlokk Bay. Although brackish water lagoons do not now 
occur in the vicinity of Tas-Silg, they occurred in the historic past (the so-called Marsaxlokk 
'fishponds' at I1 -Ball ut) and still occur at Marsascala ('I1-Maghl uq') . 
It is interesting to note that one very common and widespread habitat, that of sea-grass 
meadows, seems not to be represented. With the exception of Bittium, of which only a single 
spec imen was found, none of the molluscs characteristic of this habi tat occurred in the 
samples. As will be discussed below, the bulk of the marine remains represent ki tchen waste. 
Therefore, species characteristic of sea-grass meadows may not be represented because this 
habitat was not harvested for edible species, rat her than because sea-grass meadows were not 
present. 
EDIBLE SPECIES NON-EDIBLE SPECIES UNKNOWN 
Bolinus brandaris Bittium so. Cerithium so. 
Cerithium vulJwtum CoLumbeLla rustica Muricoosis cristata 
HexaoLex truncuLus Conus ventricosus Gibbula adanSOflii 
MOflodoma articolala Luda lurida GibbuLa ardefls 
MOflodonta turbiflata Melarhaohe fleritoides Gibbula divaricata 
Patella caerulea Nassarius costulata cuvierii 
Patella rustica PireneLla eonica 
Patella ulvssivonensis Pisania striatus 
Area noae 
Cerastodenna Jdaucum 
Ostrea edulis 
Taves decussatus 
Table 5. 
Edible and non-edible species of marine molluscs recovered from Tas-Silg. 
About 50% of the species identified are edible (table 5). In terms of abundance, 96% of all 
individuals recovered (fragments excluded) belonged to the edible species (table 4). It is 
therefore clear that the deposits represent dumped kitchen waste. The larger edi,ble species 
(for example, Hexaplex lruneulus and the larger individuals of Cerithium) tended to have 
broken apertures and/or apices. Trochids (for example, Monodoma and some Gibbula) had 
their apices removed. These treatments faci litate extraction of the edible soft parts from the 
shell . 
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Although the non-edible spec ies may represent incidental by-catch, some may have been 
deliberately collected for their ornamental value (for example, the cowrie Luria lurida. the 
dove shell Columbella rustica, and the cone shell COIIUS veruricosus). By-catch species tend 
to be found in low numbers. However, six Colwnbella rusrica were recovered from sample 
SU 205, suggesting that collection of these shells was deliberate. It is also interesting to note 
that the Conus vemricosus from sample SU 55 had a hole dri lled through the apex where the 
protoconch would have been, indicating that il might have been prepared to form part oLan 
ornament. 
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Figure 16. Percentage distribution of the different species of edible 
molluscans recovered from Tas-Silg. 
From fig. 16 it is ev ident that just three species, Cerastoderma g/aucum, Patella rustica, 
and Monodonta turbinata, between them contribu te about 82% of the remai ns of ed ible 
molluscs recovered. This is interest ing since Patella rusrica and MOllodonta turbinata are 
s hore animals, occurri ng just above and just below mean sea level respectively, while 
CeraslOderma glaucllm is a lagoona l species inhabit ing very shallow enclosed muddy 
bottoms. This suggests that in the main it was shore and near-shore environments that were 
exploi ted fo r food by the inhabitants of Tas-Silg . 
DISCUSS ION 
The deposits from SU 25. 34, 50, 55, 71, and 205 in Area A and SU lOOS in Area B have 
been described by the excavators as a series of grey ash deposits. The deposit from SU 1009 
in Area B and SU 206 1 in Area C is described as a loose brown sandy depos it, while SU 2069 
in Area C is described as a loose ashy brown deposit. It would appear there fore that the 
deposits investigated consist of dumped material. The an imal remains in these depos its have 
two poss ible origins. They either represent individuals that found their way into the deposits 
naturally- they died in situ, burrowed into the deposit, were carried there by wind or water, 
were transported by other an imals. or simply 'fell in ' from the surrounding environment-or 
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else they represent material that was deliberately dumped by people. It is obvious from the 
results presented above that the animaL remains recovered owe their origin to both processes: 
some remains are autochthonous and are indicative of the environment of the site and its 
surroundi ngs, while others are allochthonous and represe nt 'k itc hen waste' and other 
anthropogenic material. Such material is not necessari ly indicati ve of the environment at the 
site and its surroundings, but it does provide useful information about the environments 
accessible to the inhabitants of Tas-Si lg at the time the deposits were laid down, as well as to 
their cultural and economic acti vities. Here we d iscuss environmental aspects only. 
NON-MARINE MOLLUSCS 
Whi le some of the species recovered are edible, the bulk of the remains do not appear to be 
kitchen waste but to represent species that lived in the general area and found their way into 
the deposit autochthonously. A few species showing signs of ani mal predation were probably 
transported by their predators. Subterranean species probably actively burrowed into the 
deposit and are not necessari ly coeval with the stratum in which they were found. 
If this interpretation of the origin of the material is correct, it suggests th at the site 
consisted of a mosaic of open ground, low grassy vegetation, more luxuri ant vegetation under 
which leaf litter collected, and a source of freshwater, probably running. Rocky outcrops or 
walls or buildings were also present. Taken together, thi s suggests agriculture or gardens. 
MARINE MOLLUSCS 
The bulk of the marine molluscan remains recovered were of edible spec ies, suggesting that 
the deposi ts excavated represen t rubbish tips. The few specimens of non-edi ble species 
recovered were either those 'collected' more or less acc identally with the edible spec ies, or 
else those collected live or picked up as empty shells fo r their ornamental value. The bulk of 
the remains of edible species belonged to forms that live on rocky shores or else burrow in 
shallow muddy bottoms. This suggests that the Tas-S ilg people were fo raging for shell fish in 
very shallow water only, possibly by wading. The range of mari ne habitats indicated by the 
edib le and non-edi ble molluscan remains recovered suggests that these foragi ng activ ities 
were limited to the environs of the Tas-Silg site, namely within Marsaxlokk Bay and round 
the Delimara peninsula. 
Patrick J. Schembri 
(with the collaboration of Anthony Falzon. Katrin Fenech, and Michael J. San!) 
ANIMAL BONES 
At this stage it is not yet possible to present any detailed statistical analysis of the faunal 
assemblage from Tas-Silg. The following is a brief overv iew of the animal bones recovered 
from the site up to the 1997 season, together with a prel iminary evaluation of the research 
opportunities that the assemblage provides us with. The excavations have so fa r yielded a 
considerable amount of ani mal bones, numbering several hundreds. 
THE ASSEMBLAGE 
The remains recovered from all areas opened so far include domestic mammal bones, fish 
bones, and bird bones, as well as bones belonging to micro-mammals. Domestic mammals 
are by far the most common, even though there is a considerable representation of both bird 
and fish bones. 
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The greatest number of macro-mammal bones belongs to ov icaprids (sheep and goats) as it 
is to be expected in a semi-arid Mediterranean context, Larger ani mals such as cow, however, 
are also present, albeit in smaller numbers. Further study of the assemblage will give more 
definite species ratio and body part representation. At this stage however, it is already obvious 
that a considerable percentage of the mammal bones recovered are not meat-bearing parts. 
The most common elements come from the axial skeleton (including horn cores, mandibles, 
and vertebrae) as well as the lower metapodials (in particular metacarpals, metatarsals, and 
third phalanges) . A cursory examinati on of tooth wear and erup tion indicates that a 
considerable number of young indiv iduals were being killed. Th is is further confirmed by the 
not infrequent occurrence of unfused bones. Butc hery marks are also quite common on 
various parts of the skeletons. 
Fish and avian remains have mostly been recovered through siev ing (although some bird 
bones were qu ite large, measuring up to a few centi metres in length). Fish bones are nOt 
limited to any particular part of the body, and fragments of skull and mandibles (showing 
examples of both molari form and pointed dentition), as well as parts of the spine, have been 
recovered. Large numbers of sea urchin rema ins have been also retr ieved, including 
fragments of the test, the Ari stotle's lantern, and a huge number of spines. 
TAPHONOMY AND INTERPRETATION 
All classes are present in every area opened so far. It appears that the greatest concentrations 
of animal bones come from 'ashy ' or burnt deposits, although carboni zed bones seem to be 
relati vely rare. This could indicate that the bones themselves were not exposed to an open 
name, and presumably any burning that produced the ash occurred before the bones were 
deposited in their final archaeological level. ft is not as yet clear whether the bones indicate 
(a) domestic cooked meals, (b) ritual meals, or (c) simpl y uncooked offerings. The tendency 
of the meaty parts of the skeleton to be missing suggests that parts of the carcass were 
consumed, and the bones thereof deposited, elsewhere. Thi s however requ ires further 
anal ysis. 
The absolute lack of any articulated bones is also striking. If the areas we are digging are 
the location of the original placement of the bones, and assuming that we are potent ially 
dealing with remains of 'scrap meat', one would expect to find at least the occasional 
articulated bone. (This of course only holds if the butcherls did not go through the pains of 
actually di sarticulating every vertebra and all the metapodials, for example, for furthe r use.) 
What we are looking at, however, particu larly in Area B, bears more resemblance to a 
secondary dumping site, during the fo rmation of which bones became disarticulated. More 
bioSlfatinomic and diagenetic data are requ ired in order to help us build a clearer picture. 
FUTURE ANALYS IS 
The Tas-Silg ani mal bone assemb lage is ve ry promising in terms of potentia l new 
z.ooarchaeological study in a Maltese context. The fact that Tas-S ilg is one of the very few 
sites on the island encompass ing all the major cultural periods until Norman times makes it 
even more important. Future analysis will be directed towards the study of: 
(a) ancient stock economy and animal use; 
(b) aspects of palaeoenvironmental changes; and 
(c) patterns of animal use within a continuol:'sly re-utilised religious environment. 
Andre Corrado 
• 
• 
• 
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PALYNOLOGY 
Very little is known about the vegetation history of the Maltese Islands during the Holocene 
(last 10,000 years) or about the history of human impact on the Maltese flora since the fi rst 
colonization. Pollen assemblages have been recovered from two late prehistoric sites,120 but 
the vegetation of the Punic period was· previously unknown. 
Tas·S ilg offers the opportunity to test the utility of Ihe palynofacies technique121 in a 
Mediterranean context. Since the introduction of this lechnique inlo geoarchaeological sludies 
in the late 1980s, it has been applied only in the UK and the Middle East. The paJynofacies 
technique analyses all the particulale organic matter (phytoclasts) in a paJynology sample, 
rather than just the pollen and microcharcoal which are counted by most pollen analysts. This 
technique offers the possibility of recovering useful environmental information from sites 
where liule or no pollen is present but other, more durable, types of organic matter are 
prese rved . Since some types of human activit y generate characteris ti c palynofacies 
assemblages, the technique also offers insights into human behaviour not normally available 
from standard pollen analysis. m 
Two samples were submitted for palynology from layers in the Punic site at Tas-Silg from 
the first two seasons of excavation. These were from SU 34 and SU 1008, both described by 
the excavator as 'ash pit'. The samples were both stony unconsolidated light grey silts, with a 
considerable admixture of ash and occasional bone fragments, land snails, echinoderm 
fragments (especially SU 34). and other detritus. 
PREPARATION TECHNIQUES 
The samples were boiled in 10% potassium hydroxide solution for ten minutes to di ssolve 
humic matter. then sieved through 100 micron and 10 micron nylon sieves to remove coarse 
and fine partic les, respectively. The resulting suspension was swirled on a clock-glass to 
remove silt, and then stained with safranin and mounted in • Aquamount' for microscopic 
examination at 400x magnification. In both samples, several transects chosen at random were 
counted for phytoclasts (particulate organic matter found in palynological preparations and 
used in palynofacies analysis).123 Then SU 34, which had been found to contain pollen, was 
systematically examined and all pollen counted. 
PALYNOFACIES 
The resu lts of the palynofacies counts can be seen in table 6. Both contain signi ficant 
amounts of amorphous organic matter and thermall y mature (charred) material. SU 34, 
however, also contains' abundant plant cell walls and cuticles and material deri ved from fungi, 
including hyphae, spores, vesicular arbuscular mycorrhiza, and zoospores. In the table, 'x' 
records presence, but at less than 1 %. 
POLLEN ANALYS IS 
The pollen count for SU 34 is shown in table 7. There was no pollen in SU 1008. The 
spectrum is dominated by pollen of Lactucae, with some Asteraceae and Pinus. Also present 
is a variety of tree pollens-Juniperusffetraclinis. Tamarix. Olea, Juglan~ , Carpinus, and 
1':0 Evans op. cit. (n. 26); J. M. Renfrew. Antiquity 46. 1972. 
144-6. 
III C. O. Hunl-G. M. Coles in: E. A. Sla\er- J. O. Tale (eds.), 
Science and Archaeology. BAR, Brilish Series 196 ( 1988) 
473-84. 
121 Ibid. 
12l lbid. 
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Corylus. Poaceae pollen are fairly common. Cereal pollen is present, and there is a fairl y 
diverse herb flora including Plantago, Artemisia, Galium, Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, 
?Unllaea, and Cyperaceae. 
SU 34 SU 1008 
Amorohous 12 56 
Plant cell wall s & cuticle 38 I 
Pollen x 
Thermally mature Poaceae I 
Thermally mature 8 41 
Fungal hyphae 24 I 
Fungal spores 3 x 
Vesicular arbuscular mYcorrhyza 13 I 
Fungal zoosoores x 
Table 6. 
Palynofacies counts (%) from Tas-Silg. 
INTERPRETATION 
The palynofacies counts can be interpreted in the followi ng way. Amorphous matter is 
common on prehistoric archaeological sites l24 and in soi ls. It seems to reflect the intense 
production of bacterially degraded organic residues of human activ ities. The thermal ly mature 
material is 'microcharcoal' and is generated in these contexts by burning, mostly of wood. 
Charred Poaceae would predominate on crop processing sites, and their virtual absence is 
consistent with parts of the Tas·Silg site having other functions. The plant cell walls and 
cuticle reflect plant detritus, which has become incorporated in the site, perhaps as dumped 
waste products. The soil in these deposits, and particularl y the organic matter in SU 34, was 
colonized not long after deposition by fu ngi, and this is shown by the high proportion of 
fungal hyphae and fungal spores in the count fo r thi s sample: Fungal symbionts on plant 
roots-vesicular arbuscular mycorrhiza- and other soil fungal remains- fungal zoospores-
were also present in these deposits. This may reflect material already present in soi ls on the 
s ite, as will be argued below for Lactucae and other composites. Alternatively, these may 
reflect the growth of soi l fungi within these deposits since the Punic period. 
The pollen assemblage from SU 34 shows an ex tremely strong taphonomic bias. It is 
certain that Lactucae, Asteraceae, and Pinus are significantl y 'oveH epresented' rel ative to 
the other taxa. Th is is a common occurrence in soil po ll en assemblages l25 and reflects 
surviva l by these taxa of the bacterial degradation and oxidation of the assemblage from 
which they were derived . It is suggested here that these taxa were present in the soi l of the 
Tas-Si lg site and that they became incorporated in the deposit as the result of the inwash of 
soil·deri ved material during the Punic period. Most of the other pollen- particularly taxa like 
JUlliperusfTeracfillis- are rather fragi le and would be unlikely to survive prolonged periods 
of deg radation in a soil profile. They can therefore be regarded as essentially 
con temporaneous with the deposit being exposed. The survival of pollen in this type of 
124 Ibid. 
I" C. O. Hunt in: O. K. Davies (ed.) , Archcopal~nology, 
American Association of Slraligraphic Palynologisls 
COnlributions Series no. 29 (1994) 115-26. 
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Ju£ians 
Carvinus 
Corvlus 
Pinus 
luniperus/Telraciinis 
Tamarix 
Olea 
Rosaceae 
Poaceae 
Cereal 
Arlemisia 
Galium 
PIanlavo 
?Linnaea 
Carvoohvllaceae 
Lactucae 
Asteraceae BeWs tvoe 
Asteraceae Carduus tv~ 
Asteraceae Bidens type 
Asteraceae Aster type 
Chenooodiaceae 
Cvneraceae 
Table 7. 
Pollen analysis of SU 34. 
SU 34 
1 
1 
1 
34 
3 
4 
1 
1 
21 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
174 
16 
5 
5 
3. 
2 
1 
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context suggests that the deposi t was 
left ex posed long enough to allow 
some pollen to accumulate, before 
being rapidl y covered. If the deposit 
had accumu lated slow ly, it is 
probable that oxidat ion and bacteria 
wou ld have destroyed the pollen. 
The tree species luglans (walnut), 
Carpinus (horn beam), and Corylus 
(hazel) are now not nat ive to the 
Maltese Islands. Four exp lanations 
for their pres~nce are possible. First, 
they blew in from other counlries-
these spec ies are still present in 
S ic ili an montane vegetat ion. t26 
Second, they represent a relict 
woodland flora still persisting at that 
time. Third, they were members of an 
early Ho loce ne woodla nd flora, 
already ext inct by Pun ic times, and 
the ir poll en was prese nt in soils 
wh ich then recycled into the depos it. 
The third poss ibility is cons ide red 
relatively unlike ly because the 
preservation of these grains is not 
notab ly worse th an the preservati on 
of the other species. Fourth, these and 
the other tree species may reflect a 
grove in the prec incts of the site. The 
pollen of Pinus (pine), luniperus/ 
Tetraclinis (juniper/Sanda-rac), and 
Tamarix (ta mari sk)-a ll except 
juniper nati ve trees in the Maltese Islands---otherwise suggests areas of scrubby vegetation or 
small trees. 
The other taxa suggest a mosaic of habitat. Poaceae (grasses) are quite common and they, 
together with some of the Asteraceae (daisy family), the Plantago (plantai n), Artemisia 
(wormwood), Galium (cleavers), and Caryophyllaceae (sandwort group), suggest a locally 
predominantly grassy, steppic landscape. Cereal pollen, Olea (ol ive), and Chenopodiaceae 
(goose-foots) are suggestive of areas of cereal and oli ve cultivation. The Carduus (thistles) 
and Rosaceae (rose famil y), which are both spik y plants, perhaps suggest uncultivated 
wasteland or other marginal habitat colonized by weeds. Alternatively, these and a nUlT!ber of 
other plants li ke BeWs (da isy), ASler (aster), Bidens (bur-marigo lds), and Lillllaea (bell-
flower), have ornamental flowers and may thus reflect some type of garden around the site . 
126 E. Lanfranco. personal communication (1997). 
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DISCUSSION 
The palynofacies and pollen analysis of samples from Tas-Silg are the first data on the 
vegetation and landscape of the Punic period in Malta. The palynofac ies assemblages point 
clearly to human activity, with the production of organ ic residues of some sort and the 
burning mostly of wood. The area concerned was not used for cereal processing. 
The pollen and palynofacies from SU 34 shows a strong taphonomic bias, suggesting the 
inheritance of some pollen and fungal remains from an existing soil profile. Nevertheless, the 
evidence is strongly suggesti ve of a mosaic of grassland, arable farmi ng for cereal s and 
o li ves, and areas of scrub and small trees when the deposit was exposed. In the Maltese 
context, th is was a relatively undegraded landscape. It contrasts strongly with the evidence fo r 
high ly degraded landscapes found in the Roman fill of the Victoria Caves, GozO,127 and 
appears closer in style to late prehistoric sites. 128 
It is thus likely that the landscape of the Maltese Islands during the Punic period was not 
very intensively used and that the degradation leading to its present state started only during 
the Roman period. Further work is urgenily needed to 'fill the gaps' in the floristic sequence 
in the Maltese Islands, but this research shows that it is possible, given sui table conditions. 
Chris O. Hunt 
CONCLUSION 
The site of Tas-Silg is unique for Malta: being mu lti-period in nature, it covers about 4,000 
years of occupational history. This preliminary report shows how the continuing University of 
Malta project is attempting to unrave l the formation processes that have created the 
archaeological record at lhis site. Due attention is being given to the agricultural levels and 
terraces that are a dominant feature of the Maltese landscape. A picture of Punic rel igious 
ritual is also starting to emerge from a systematic'and patient excavation of those ashy layers 
that, as we have tentati vely suggested, constitute middens. A recent doctoral thes is about 
Phoenician and Punic non-fu nerary religious sites in the Mediterranean l29 makes clear ttiat a 
study like the one undertaken here can fill an important gap in our knowledge and provide the 
sort of informat ion that has often been neglected, as attention has hitherto focused on 
architectural remains and art objects. The prel iminary results presented here. especially those 
related to the Late Punic phase of the site, are a lready redress ing this imbalance. The 
occurrence of organic remains pertaining to domestic fow l, fi sh bones. and seashells, in 
association with ev idence suggestive of the existence of ru nning water, a grove, and a garden, 
at a site dedicated to the Phoenician goddess Astarte. prov ides ev idence of rituals long 
suspected from the wri tten sources but never properly proven archaeologically. If our reading 
of the data is correct, the possi bilities that emerge for a better understanding of Phoenician 
and Punic culture in general, and religious ritual in particular, from further excavations and 
painstaking analyses are immense. To that end, the University of Malta project at Tas-S ilg 
continues. 
127c. O. Hum and P. J. Schembri, unpublished data. 
128 Evans op. cil. (n. 26); Renfrew op. ci l. (n. 120). 
12~ Nicholas C. Vella. Ritual, Landscape. and Territory: 
Phoenician and Punic Non-Funerary Religious Siles in Ihe 
Mediterranean. An Analysis of the Archaeological Evidence 
(unpub. Ph.D. thesis. University of Bristol, 1999). 
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Excavations at Tas-Silg, Malta 
1. Area A: Trench A2 at the end 01 1997 season 
showing slabs [218) (left) , st ructure [223) 
(middle right), and layer [2 10) (back left). 
Plate 7 
2. Area B: Trench B1 (background) with stone 
[2025], and Trench B2 with layer [1022) 
(foreground). 
3. Area B: Detai l of SU 1027, spit 1. 
A. BOil/WilD nlld A. ] . Frelldo Plate 8 
1. Terrace face separating areas A and D3 with ashlar walls [224) and [226) (foreground). 
2. TSG96/219/1 [fig. 9:3). 1:1. 
4. TSG96/23.7.96 [fig. 9:5). 1:1. 
3. Top left, TSG96/2061 /9 [fig. 9:4); Top right, 
TSG96/2061 /7 [fig. 9:10); Bottom left, 
TSG96/2066/1 [similar to fig. 9:3, pI. 8: 3) ; 
Bottom right, Area C/unstratifi ed/44. 1 :2. 
5 . Left , TSG96 /2026 ; Top , TSG96 /2006 ; 
Right, TSG96/2026. 1 :2. 
Excavalions al Tas-Silg, Malta 
1. TSG96/12 [fig. 12:15). 1:1 . 
3. TSG96/2061 . 1 :2. 4 . TSG96/2. 1 :1. 
5 . TSG96 /2026/6. Fragment of black-figure 
style painted pot, showing the lower part of a 
striding figu re. Max. H. 1.9 cm. 
Plate 9 
2. TSG96/205/2. Gilt terracotta 
pendant in the shape of a 
female head . H. 2.9 cm 
(including copper ring). 
6. TSG96/2 061 [see lig.10:11).1:1. 
A. B0l111al1o al1d A. j. Frel1do Plate 10 
1. TSG96/1 003/11 [see fig. 11 :3J. 1 :1. 
2. TSG96/22/2. Worked stone fragm"nt , probably part of stele. Max. H. 21 cm. 
Excavatiolls at Tas-Si/g, Malta Plate 11 
1. TSG96/1 008/6. Stylized palmette , fragment of stucco architectural decoration. Max. H. 8.0 cm. 
2. TSG96/22/13. Egg-and-dart motif, part at a stone architectural decoralion . Max. H. 4.7 cm. 
Mic/we! TlImer Plate 12 
1. Panathenaic amphora fragment. Sydney Nicholson Museum 97.76. 
Photo courtesy Nicholson Museum. H. 16.2 cm. 
2. Panathenaic amphora fragment. Sydney Nicholson Museum 97.74. 
Photo courtesy Nicholson Museum. H. 6 cm. 
A. B0l111al1o alld A. j. Fre/1do Plate [J 
1. Aerial view of Tas-Silg with modern road dividing the site in two. 
2. TSG96/2016/1. Fragment of a hollow terracolta 
figurine , showing the lips and part of the chin of 
a human figure. H. 2.3 cm. 
3. TSG96/2026/3. Small stone head of 
a bearded, Oriental-looking man. 
H. 2.9 cm. 
